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 This study examines the appearance of countercultural environmentalism within artistic 

forms of music, literature, and Land Art sculpture during the peak years of the American 

counterculture in the 1960s and 70s. The work builds on scholarship that has examined 

countercultural environmentalism from socially and scientifically oriented perspectives and 

concludes that that artistic forms should be included within updated definitions of this brand of 

environmentalism. By utilizing a series of case studies focusing on specific artists within each of 

the examined artistic genres, both the influence of countercultural environmentalism on the arts 

and the impact of the arts on the development of this form of ecological thinking are seen, 

thereby indicating its overarching presence within the art world. Many also took further action 

outside of their artwork, using the fame they had gained to spread their counterculturally-charged 

messages of ecological sustainability and environmentally friendly lifestyles. In this can be seen 

the lasting and permanent impact of both countercultural environmentalism and the 

countercultural as a whole as its presence continued to be felt beyond the peak of the Sixties.
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Introduction: An American Counterculture and a New Environmentalism 

 

 

 The Long Sixties – a period in the United States ranging roughly from the appearance of 

the Beats in the late 1950s to the final fizzling out of protests in the mid-1970s – was a 

tumultuous era for the country. Pressure both inside and outside the country caused unrest and 

uneasiness. The Cold War continued to rear its head, with the ever-present fear of Communism 

becoming even more real with the threat brought by the Cuban Missile Crisis during the 

Kennedy presidency. The fight against Communism also spread overseas to Vietnam, where war 

there escalated as the years passed, with more soldiers drafted from average American citizens. 

Within the country, troubles raged, as protests against the Vietnam War lead by the youth of the 

nation as part of the New Left appeared simultaneously with campaigns for civil rights. Figures 

like Martin Luther King Jr. and organizations such as the National Association for the 

Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) and the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 

Committee (SNCC) sought to end racial and class divides. In both cases, causes spiraled into 

radicalism by the late 1960s and early 1970s. Students became further radicalized, forming 

groups such as the Weather Underground, while others responded to violence from governmental 

institutions, including the then-California governor Ronald Reagan’s use of force to deal with the 

Berkeley People’s Park in California and the infamous Kent State Massacre in Ohio. The Civil 

Rights era witnessed the rise of the Black Panther Party and, following the assassination of Dr. 

King, a series of race riots in major cities across the nation. This period in American history saw 

numerous movements come to a head in perhaps the most contentious era of American history. 

However, less talked about was a movement that sought to break away from mainstream society 

through completely dropping out of it: the American counterculture. 
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Dubbed the counterculture by sociologists, this group of people sought wholesale societal 

changes to break away from established overbearing mainstream organizations to encourage a 

better way of living. Though mainstream currents already tended towards liberal ideas during the 

Sixites, particularly under the Lyndon B. Johnson administration as its “Great Society” policies 

meant to combat poverty, environmental ills, education inequalities and more, the American 

counterculture represented an undercurrent demanding even greater cultural and societal change.  

While often associated with stereotypical ideas of “sex, drugs, and rock and roll,” the 

counterculture incorporated more than just his, with its ideas of breaking away from competitive 

capitalist systems and moving toward more cooperative lifestyles gaining attention. Among its 

many lifestyle changes, though, was a significant aspect regarding their thoughts and actions on 

environmentalism. With the end of the 1960s marking the beginning of an “age of ecology,” it 

was a prime time to begin a countercultural form of environmentalism. As such, the 

counterculture developed this sensibility in its own way, with guides to environmental back-to-

the-land living and means to avoid ecological disaster.  While some of the environmental efforts 

have been studied thoroughly, such as Andrew Kirk’s examination of The Whole Earth Catalog 

publication and Frank Zelko’s study of the countercultural origins of Greenpeace, room still 

exists to explore this part of the counterculture, especially regarding its appearance in art forms 

of the period. Examining art forms, whether musical, literary, or artistic,  their connection to the 

counterculture’s particular form of environmentalism became clear. In this study, I intend to 

gauge the extent to which this type of environmentalism was both reflected and shaped within 

these art forms and explore whether established boundaries on countercultural environmentalism 

need expanded to include these art forms. 
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American Counterculture and its Constituent Parts 

Before exploring this variety of environmentalism and its influence on the arts, it first 

must be established what, exactly, constituted being part of the counterculture. It is difficult to 

assign precise boundaries, as Michael William Doyle and Peter Braunstein argue, as much of its 

existence was contradictive, non-linear, and in contrast to many of the borders contemporary 

scholars had put around it.1 Muddying the image even further is the contemporary media of the 

era that often erroneously grouped New Left political activists in with the “hippie” crowd due to 

their attendance at similar events.2 Cultural historian John C. McWilliams points out this error, 

noting that the intermingling occurring at political rallies caused confusion within the media, 

who were unable to differentiate between New Left radical and countercultural participants.3 On 

the other hand, some scholars have subscribed to the notion that the counterculture is defined 

wholly along lines of rock music, free love, and the use of psychedelic drugs. In truth, the 

definitions of the American counterculture lie somewhere in between, with perhaps no one 

definitive answer to what is and what is not included in the counterculture. For the arguments 

presented throughout this work, though, we must set some boundaries to prevent the study from 

continuing near indefinitely following minor threads.  

Some early definitions of the American counterculture which still bare weight in current 

discussions are those by contemporary sociologists J. Milton Yinger and Theodore Roszak. 

Yinger is perhaps the first to identify the existence of a counterculture, contending in his article 

“Contraculture and Subculture” that the youth culture of the late 1950s and early 1960s was in 

 
1 Peter Braunstein and Michael William Doyle, “Historicizing the American Counterculture of the 1960s and 70s,” 

in Imagine Nation: The American Counterculture of the 1960s and ‘70s, ed. Peter Braunstein and Michael William 

Doyle (New York: Routledge, 2002), 13. 
2 “Hippies” are often defined as the stereotypical counterculture participant, with long hair, tie-die shirts, and an 

affinity for drugs and rock music. The term was often used to deride members of the counterculture as part of a hip 

fad within the country. 
3 John C. McWilliams, The 1960s Cultural Revolution (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 2000), 66. 
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direct conflict to mainstream culture of the period and was more than just a subcultural fad, as 

other contemporary sociologists had discarded it as.4 But while Yinger was one of the first to 

identify the existence of a counterculture, it would be over two decades later before he would 

make an attempt at defining it with the publication of his work Countercultures: The Promise 

and the Peril of a World Turned Upside Down. Within this work, Yinger develops a variety of 

questions to determine how many cultural norms must be subverted and resisted before a 

movement can be considered countercultural in nature, including whether revolutionary groups 

fall within this categorization.5 He eventually concludes that while the politically revolutionary 

groups can also be countercultural in the same vein as the “hippie” counterculture, their 

differences in goals and objectives meant that they need to be separate entities, therefore 

meaning groups like Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) should not be considered a part of 

the counterculture.6 As such, Yinger’s relatively early boundaries for the American 

counterculture leaves much of the political resistance out of the picture. 

The most famous study on America’s counterculture came at the height of the movement 

in the late 1960s, as many tried to understand why the movement that their youth were involved 

in was happening. University of California historian Theodore Roszak attempted to address this 

with his 1969 publication The Making of a Counter Culture: Reflections on the Technocratic 

Society and its Youthful Opposition. For Roszak, the boundaries of the counterculture were less 

about who is involved, but rather what aspect of mainstream society is being countered. For him, 

it is resistance to “technocracy,” a society in which those who govern justify their leadership 

 
4 Yinger attempted to coin the term “Contraculture” in reference to the youth culture, but it was eventually discarded 

in favor of Roszak’s “counter culture.” J. Milton Yinger, “Contraculture and Subculture,” American Sociological 

Review 25, no. 5 (October 1960), 629.  
5 J. Milton Yinger, Countercultures: The Promise and the Peril of a World Turned Upside Down (New York: The 

Free Press, 1982), 26-36. 
6 Yinger, Countercultures, 95. 
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through the unquestionable authority of technical and scientific knowledge.7 Its rigidity and 

conformity stood in contrast to the affluence that the youth had experienced in the 1950s and 

now resist the technocracy aggressively.8 He adds that some of the methods its participants used 

to resist this aspect of society, including the adoption of Eastern religions to identify with 

mysticism and the use – and abuse – of psychedelic drugs such as LSD, are attempts to explore 

the limits and “politics” of consciousness.9 But, Roszak still leaves room for different 

interpretations of the counterculture’s extent. He writes that while the term “total rejection” 

comes easily to the youthful participants of the counterculture, they often still lack a full idea of 

what their end goals are in that rejection, making a clear definition of counterculture difficult 

even with deep studies such as his.10 This view is backed up years later by Peter Braunstein and 

Michael William Doyle, who contended: 

The term “counterculture” falsely reifies what should never properly be construed as a 

social movement. It was an inherently unstable collection of attitudes, tendencies, 

postures, gestures, “lifestyles,” ideals, visions, hedonistic pleasures, moralisms, 

negations, and affirmations.  These roles were played by people who defined themselves 

first by what they were not, and then, only after having cleared that essential ground of 

identity, began to conceive anew what they were. What they were was what they might 

become — more a process than a product, and thus more a direction or a motion than a 

movement. For the sake of taxonomy, those who were subsumed belatedly by others 

under the label of counterculture generally understood the crisis that befell not just the 

American nation, but evidently all the industrialized West, as emanating from our 

common culture: the state was created on the platform of culture, not vice versa as a 

vulgar Marxist might argue.11 

 

The main idea with these points is that there never was, at any point, a clear picture of what the 

American counterculture fully encompassed, even by its own participants; they knew they were 

 
7 Theodore Roszak, The Making of a Counter Culture: Reflections on the Technocratic Society and its Youthful 

Opposition (Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1969), 7-8. 
8 Roszak, The Making of a Counter Culture, 32-34. 
9 Roszak, The Making of a Counter Culture, 124-125, 258-259. 
10 Roszak, The Making of a Counter Culture, 44. 
11 Braunstein and Doyle, “Historicizing the American Counterculture of the 1960s and 70s,” 10. 
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against mainstream culture and society, but attitudes and goals among them differed widely. 

Despite this internal blurriness of what counterculture participants aimed for, there are still some 

elements visible in most descriptions of it. 

As mentioned previously, one popular view of the counterculture is that of “sex, drugs, 

and rock and roll.” While often exaggerated and suggested by some as being the sole defining 

characteristics, these elements were part of it, based in at least some fact as most stereotypes are. 

Naturally, these three practices are present in most definitions of what makes up the 

counterculture. McWilliams notes just this, as he contends that its boundaries expand beyond just 

those, they are still critical in finding the extent of counterculture.12 Numerous authors have 

looked into these aspects. French sociologist Suzan Labin, writing in 1972, examined the “sex 

and drugs” aspects in her work Hippies, Drugs, and Promiscuity, where she contends that the use 

of LSD and other psychedelics to expand the mind was a “cardinal point” of countercultural 

practice, while also claiming that counterculture participants claimed themselves victims of the 

norms of sexuality in mainstream society.13 The mysticism that this fostered prompted Labin to 

dub create a categorization called the “mystic hippie.”14 David Farber also comments on the 

advocation of drug use in his essay “The Intoxicated State/Illegal Nation: Drugs in the Sixties 

Counterculture,” where he states that the use of psychedelics allowed was a means for 

counterculture participants to “hunt out, recombine, and produce cultural schemata that changed 

the trajectory on the social map of space and time,” further signifying the importance of the 

drugs in defining what to include in the counterculture.15 Others have gone in-depth looking at 

 
12 McWilliams, The 1960s Cultural Revolution, 69, 73. 
13 Suzin Labin, Hippies, Drugs, and Promiscuity, trans. Stephanie Winston (New Rochelle, NY: Arlington House, 

1972), 51, 154.  
14 Labin, Hippies, Drugs, and Promiscuity, 52. 
15 David Farber, “The Intoxicated State/Illegal Nation: Drugs in the Sixties Counterculture,” in Braunstein and 

Doyle, 19. 
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the music of the period, by far the most celebrated aspect of the counterculture. Michael J. 

Kramer, in his book The Republic of Rock, addresses just how vital music was in establishing a 

countercultural community both at home and overseas in Vietnam. A “Woodstock Nation” 

formed, as the music of the San Francisco Bay area allowed countercultural participants to come 

together on issues of citizenship in their purported new culture and fight against attempts by “hip 

capitalists” to take advantage of their community.16 Others, like Nadya Zimmerman with her 

work Counterculture Kaleidoscope, feel differently, suggesting that while music was integral to 

countercultural identity and boundaries, it never escaped the realm of capitalism, in part because 

of the counterculture’s general lack of political inclination.17 With this relationship, she states 

that countercultural participants in San Francisco were not looking for wholesale cultural 

transformation, but rather just to disengage and remove themselves from mainstream culture, 

suggesting again the contradictory nature of the movement.18 From these authors, the 

stereotypical models of counterculture are a part of it, though are not its only boundaries.  

Another defining characteristic of the counterculture is its fascination with mystic 

religions, whether it be Eastern religions such as Buddhism or the various beliefs held by the 

indigenous peoples of the United States. Theodore Roszak devoted an entire chapter to this in 

The Making of a Counter Culture, examining Allen Ginsberg and Alan Watts, well-known gurus 

of Eastern religion in America. Roszak claims that “the unprecedented penchant for the occult, 

for magic, and for exotic ritual…has become an integral part of the counter culture,” thereby 

indicating the high importance that mystic religion had garnered among counterculture 

 
16 Michael J. Kramer, The Republic of Rock: Music and Citizenship in the Sixties Counterculture (New York: 

Oxford University Press, 2013), 9, 115. 
17 Nadya Zimmerman, Counterculture Kaleidoscope: Musical and Cultural Perspectives on Late Sixties San 

Francisco (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 2011), 5. 
18 Zimmerman, Counterculture Kaleidoscope, 5. 
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participants.19 Roszak offers that this new obsession – particularly with Zen Buddhism – stems 

from its apparent appeal to more adolescent traits than Christianity. It is less “preachy” and less 

focused on morality, and, at times, paradoxical, which appeals to the youth of the nation.20 In 

truth, the version of Zen that adolescents think they are adhering to is a “vulgarized” version 

where only certain aspects which appeal to the youth are adopted.21 Determining whether real 

Zen practice has actually taken root in America is a question left to Zen masters, according to 

Roszak.22 Others looked for this mysticism closer to home, turning toward Native American 

beliefs to break from mainstream religions. Philip Deloria, writing in his essay “Counterculture 

Indians and the New Age,” identifies a countercultural affinity for “Indianness,” turning to 

Native American ideas and practices involving social harmony and communing that provided an 

“antidote” for the “immoral authority” and excess capitalism of their parents.23 In some ways, 

“playing Indian” allowed for counterculture participants to grapple with their movement’s 

contradictions, choosing to be “civilized” and benefiting from modern society on one hand, 

while being “indigenous” when they wanted to critique and disassociate from that same 

society.24 Adhering to these “native” beliefs, in reality, was more an attempt to establish an 

identity while being outside the bounds of the mainstream society.25 The “Indian” was used 

almost exclusively for symbolic reason, a way to break from authoritarian Western structures 

 
19 Roszak, The Making of a Counter Culture, 124-125. 
20 Roszak, The Making of a Counter Culture, 134-135. 
21 Roszak uses the term “adolescentization” to describe this phenomenon and claims that Zen is unfortunately 

vulnerable to this, as select tenets “dovetail remarkably with a number of adolescent traits.” Roszak, The Making of 

a Counter Culture, 134. 
22 Roszak, The Making of a Counter Culture, 134. 
23 Philip Deloria, “Counterculture Indians and the New Age,” in Braunstein and Doyle, 160. 
24 Deloria, “Counterculture Indians and the New Age,” 162. 
25 Deloria, “Counterculture Indians and the New Age,” 162. 
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with little regard for real Native American community and cultural practices.26 Regardless of the 

motivations for doing it, the adoption of Native American culture became another method to 

embrace mysticism within the American counterculture as mysticism and a fascination with 

alternative spirituality were key elements of the American counterculture.  

Less emphasized within the scope of the counterculture, but still as vital, are utopian 

visions. With ideas of subverting contemporary society, participants in the counterculture found 

utopian concepts of new living strategies and societal norms to be the path to bringing about real 

change. Returning to Roszak, he suggests that utopianism appealed to the youthful 

counterculture because of their desire for alternatives to their parent’s domestic lifestyles.27 

Some took hints from literary figures such as Paul Goodman, author of such works as Making 

Do and Communitas, who critiqued the contemporary social structure and became a figurehead 

for counterculture participants.28 Others tried to forge their own path to new countercultural 

utopia through their implementation of communes. Timothy Miller, for instance, in his essay 

“The Sixties-Era Communes,” comments that communes were a major aspect in the 

counterculture’s attempt to break free from and rebuild the “rotten, decadent society.”29 

Communards use their escape from society to promote alternative religions, lifestyles, and an 

abandonment of economic models in their efforts to promote a new utopian society. But perhaps 

most interesting in terms of this project is their adoration of the values of rural life.30 The rise of 

communes came in conjunction with the increase of back-to-the-land philosophies, where some 

communes, such as the Earth’s People’s Park in Vermont, tried to live entirely off the land and 

 
26 Deloria cites specifically the New Buffalo communards, who called their diet the “Navajo Diet” due to the 

Navajo’s perceived powerful reputation, despite the fact the diet was a creation of the Pueblos. Deloria, 

“Counterculture Indians and the New Age,” 163-164, 173. 
27 Roszak, The Making of a Counter Culture, 183. 
28 Roszak, The Making of a Counter Culture, 181-182. 
29 Timothy Miller, “The Sixties-Era Communes,” in Braunstein and Doyle, 327. 
30 Miller, “The Sixties-Era Communes,” 341. 
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vowed to prevent nature from being harmed from their actions.31 Others, such as the Drop City 

commune in Colorado, repurposed old materials for their own construction needs, with such 

examples as using car roofs found in junkyards for pieces for their houses.32  

In truth, the boundaries of the counterculture will likely never be completely defined, as 

elements of each existing definition are at least partially correct. But in this work, the definition 

of counterculture tends towards more traditional paths. It incorporates the most visible of 

stereotypical countercultural forms of free love, psychedelic drugs, and rock ‘n’ roll music as 

some of its most significant appearances. The obsession with “mystic” Far East or Native 

American religion became a major part of a counterculture looking to subvert “Western” 

religious structures. And though perhaps not practiced by all its members, communalism and its 

utopian visions, too, became a key trait of the counterculture. More than anything, though, the 

counterculture is an attempt to subvert the previous generation’s culture with little political 

interaction. While many scholars include New Left politics within their definitions, this is not 

constituent within the boundaries of this work. This said, protest methods used familiar to New 

Left participants seeped into the counterculture itself, allowing it to fall into countercultural 

borders. Here was a group convinced that they could change how society operated by being 

different. Though it was a counterculture filled with contradictions, such as the continued 

utilization of capitalism despite its avowed resistance to it, it still served as the youths’ best 

means to resist the currents of the time. But in all of this is a less-discussed aspect of the 

American counterculture deserving of being included within the counterculture’s boundaries: 

countercultural environmentalism. This aspect, which combined techniques of education, calls to 

action, and warnings about environmental destruction with existing back-to-the-land communal 

 
31  “Earth People’s Park: ‘Our Last Chance,’” Rolling Stone, February 7, 1970, 12. 
32 Drop City, directed by Joan Grossman (Pinball Films, 2012), DVD (Seventh Art Releasing, 2012). 
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living and protest methods, came to be a major development for both the American 

counterculture and environmentalism. In a burgeoning environmental movement in the 1960s 

and 70s, the counterculture creating its own version represents a significant occurrence for both 

movements.   

 

Environmentalism: A Twentieth-Century History up to the Counterculture 

Prior to the counterculture’s adoption of environmentalism, calls for the protection of 

nature had been rising through much of the twentieth-century. While much of this movement in 

its nineteenth-century period was presented primarily through the lens of conservation – altering 

nature to suit  the needs of humanity, but allowing it to still exist – its twentieth-century 

development provided the background for the shift toward preservation and what would become 

known as environmentalism. Up to the 1920s and 30s, nature was viewed as a utility to be for 

humanity’s own use, leading to focus on expertise and “rational management of resources” to 

conserve the bounties of the outdoors.33 However, these goals were subverted by industry and 

business, and by the 1930s, those interested in protecting the environment found themselves 

without a movement to fall within.34 Further, until the post-World War II years, most 

conservationists came from the upper or upper-middle class and often supported the business-

oriented bureaucrats in charge of these conservation projects, resulting in little progress toward 

environmental protection.35 It was not until the late 1940s and into the 1950s that the first real 

markings of preservation and “environmentalism” would appear. 

 
33 Robert Gottlieb, Forcing the Spring: The Transformation of the American Environmental Movement, rev. ed. 

(Washington: Island Press, 2005), 59-60. 
34 Gottlieb, Forcing the Spring, 60. 
35 Hal K. Rothman, The Greening of a Nation?: Environmentalism in the United States since 1945 (Fort Worth: 

Harcourt Brace College Publishers, 1998), 30.  
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The period just after World War II saw the first inclinations towards something beyond 

conservation. 1949 marked the publication of A Sand County Almanac, a seminal piece of 

environmental writing by Aldo Leopold, a professor of conservation at the University of 

Wisconsin and a former employee of the United States Forest Service, addressing his thoughts 

on nature and protecting it. Included among his concept of a new “Land Ethic,” wherein he states 

that old models that held that the environment was something to be exploited need discarded, 

while simultaneously advocating a new community-based environmental consciousness.36 

Though published posthumously, A Sand County Almanac provided some of the first suggestions 

of an environmental consciousness, even if, as Roderick Frazier Nash notes in The Rights of 

Nature, his ideas were not received quickly for post-war prosperity distracted people who could 

finally drag themselves from Great Depression despair.37 Perhaps most galvanizing in the shift 

from conservation to preservation and environmentalism in this period is the battle over Echo 

Park in Dinosaur National Monument. Mark W. T. Harvey contends just this with his work A 

Symbol of Wilderness, where he argues that the battle over the proposed construction of a dam at 

Echo Park in the mid-1950s was the stage for the first battle between old conservation and new 

environmentalism and, to a lesser extent, a clash between generations that would continue 

forward into the general environmental struggle to protect the American West.38 Also apparent 

were some of the first coordinated tactics toward protection of the environment, including 

appeals to east-coast citizens and politicians more inclined to oppose dam building and the 

appeal to science to challenge claims made by Bureau of Land Management, the chief antagonist 

 
36 Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac and Sketches Here and There (New York: Oxford University Press, 1949, 

Special Commemorative Edition, 1989), 210-212. 
37 Roderick Frazier Nash, The Rights of Nature: A History of Environmental Ethics (Madison: The University of 

Wisconsin Press, 1989), 73. 
38 Mark W. T. Harvey, A Symbol of Wilderness: Echo Park and the American Conservation Movement (Seattle: 

University of Washington Press, 1994, 15-16. 
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in the Echo Park battle.39 While still a few years away from the start of the 1960s environmental 

revolution, the battle over Echo Park signaled a first staging ground for environmentalism and 

signaled that a change in thinking about nature and ecology was at hand.  

The 1960s began the new environmental revolution and started an “age of ecology” as 

many of the environmental ills of nineteenth-century industrialism and post-war consumption 

started to manifest themselves. The most obvious example was the use of chemical pesticides on 

crops to support the heightened food consumption demanded by the rise of the culture of 

consumption. Biologist Rachel Carson was most vocal about this, coming out with her famed 

1962 publication Silent Spring as an exposé on the topic. In this work, Carson warned the 

American public of the toxic nature of pesticides, especially DDT, and the effect that it had on 

plants, wildlife, and humans. She identifies a host of physical ailments, perhaps most alarming 

the dramatic rise in cancer rates among school children resultant from the unrepresented use of 

chemicals.40 Suddenly, the American public was made aware of the effects environmental 

destruction could bring. Equally as troubling was the pristine picture of suburbia being broken 

up. As Adam Rome contends in his work The Bulldozer in the Countryside, the effects of 

cheaply made tract housing that allowed suburban life to exist manifested themselves in the 

1960s as ecological challenges, including water contamination from poorly constructed septic 

tanks and the problems of altering nature stemming from the construction of new homes in 

floodplains.41 The result of both phenomena is a large number of people came to embrace ideas 

associated with environmentalism in the 1960s.  

 
39 Harvey, A Symbol of Wilderness, 215-218. 
40 Rachel Carson, Silent Spring (Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1961, Commemorative edition, 1994), 221. 
41 Adam Rome, The Bulldozer in the Countryside: Suburban Sprawl and the Rise of American Environmentalism 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 12-13. 
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The developments of the earlier 1960s became the groundwork for what can be 

considered “mainstream” environmentalism of the 60s and 70s. For those who considered 

themselves environmentalists in this new mainstream, the main processes for garnering change 

were through political lobbying and judiciary challenges. The late 60s saw some of the most 

damning signs of the poor environmental condition, including the Cuyahoga River in Cleveland, 

Ohio catching fire because of its high chemical content and a massive oil spill occurring off the 

coast of Santa Barbara, California, signaling a need for change.42 Traditional conservation and 

wilderness protection groups in the Sierra Club, the Wilderness Society, and the Izaak Walton 

League adapted to the changing environmental scene, pursuing new laws and court suits to 

protect wilderness more aggressively and advocating for increased citizen lobbying among their 

members.43 For others, technical expertise and scientific backing were the new keys to successful 

protection of nature, as with the debates over the Clean Air Act of 1970 and in President Nixon’s 

embrace of environmentalism in his quest to be the “new Theodore Roosevelt.”44 All of this 

indicated the new urgency to protect and clean up the natural world after years of exploitation by 

industry as had occurred during the years of the stronger orientation towards conservation. 

Suddenly, environmentalism became a major topic of political and social concern with the 

developments here. As these changes occurred within the mainstream, it would, too, affect the 

American counterculture, who would come to craft their own visions of what environmentalism 

and living with, rather than against, nature could be.  

 

A Countercultural Environmentalism 

 
42 Gottlieb, Forcing the Spring, 137-138. 
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 With both the counterculture and issues of environmentalism ramping up during the 

Sixties, it became a matter of time before the two merged to form a countercultural 

environmentalism. The counterculture and its participants sought their own ways to break from 

the environmental devastation wrought by the generations that came before them and by 

mainstream industrialized society. But like much about the American counterculture, there was 

no consensus on the exact nature of how to do this, and thus countercultural environmentalism 

appeared in multiple areas and in multiple forms. The most well-known is the back-to-the-land 

movement, featuring countercultural participants feeling the best course towards ecologically-

balanced living was by returning to rural lifestyles to reject contemporary industrial living in 

favor of simpler, more environmentally conscious living.45 Going back-to-the-land was not a 

unique concept for the counterculture, and in fact had come up frequently during periods of 

perceived cultural crisis. Peter J. Schmitt presents one such example in his work Back to Nature. 

In this book, Schmitt explains that the cultural upheaval resultant from late-nineteenth and early-

twentieth century urban sprawl led to an “agrarian myth” wherein urban inhabitants yearned for 

the “simplistic” lifestyles and untainted beauty of returning to rural, natural areas.46 For the 

counterculture, this was perhaps the most stereotypical view of countercultural 

environmentalism, as it coincided with common counterculture rhetoric to “drop out” of modern 

society and take to communal living “off the grid.” Most notable within this branch of 

countercultural environmentalism is its advocation by Gary Snyder (who will be examined more 

in-depth within this work), poet and Zen guru who had had strong sway with countercultural 

participants dating back to the days of the Beats. Under this guidance, back-to-the-land versions 
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of countercultural environmentalism attempted their alternative versions of living lightly on the 

land. Other visions would, however, would provide different ways of expressing countercultural 

environmentalism.  

 Another version of countercultural environmentalism was one that embraced 

technological progress rather than resisted it in efforts to create appropriate technologies that 

enhanced personal quality of living and ecologically friendly designs. As Andrew Kirk shows in 

his work Counterculture Green, some that fell within the spectrum of counterculture 

environmentalism, namely those associated with the Whole Earth Catalog, tried to provide 

information on environmental living, technologies, and whole systems to anyone who wanted it, 

sparking new methods of environmental thinking seldom seen in the mainstream.47 The Whole 

Earth Catalog, as founder Stewart Brand intended, was meant as a guide – at least during its 

early days – for those who had gone to the communes by providing information on how to build 

or where to buy ecologically-appropriate technologies.48 Appearing again in this 

environmentalism is the countercultural vision of utopia, here brought about by green values and 

technologies, but were instead set against the potential of environmental disaster in the face of 

inaction.49 It further combined systems of biology with individual countercultural living to create 

strides towards ecological lifestyles to further abandon mainstream culture.50 As Stewart Brand 

and his group showed, countercultural environmentalism could come in the form of providing 

information on environmental living and avoiding “technophobia.” 

 
47 Kirk, Counterculture Green, 3-4. 
48 Kirk, Counterculture Green, 53-54. 
49 Kirk, Counterculture Green, 156-158. 
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 Still other forms of countercultural environmentalism appeared elsewhere during this era. 

Frank Zelko reveals this in his book Make it a Green Peace!, a study of the origins of activist 

group Greenpeace. With countercultural origins and connections to the era’s popular culture, 

Greenpeace “made environmentalism look cool” through its use of antiwar-like demonstrations, 

the use of LSD, and calls for radical changes to western culture.51 Here was a group not content 

with simply dropping out, but instead taking direct action in their protests, using their own 

sailing vessel to protest nuclear testing and, later, to disrupt the contemporary whaling industry.52 

Also unlike other groups, Greenpeace confronted audiences with environmental issues rather 

than have those concerned come to them. To support the Don’t Make A Wave Committee – an 

early campaign against nuclear testing at Amchitka Island in Alaska – the organization attracted 

popular musicians Joni Mitchell, James Taylor, and Phil Ochs to perform, bringing with them a 

larger audience to expose to the Greenpeace environmental message.53 This was a version of 

countercultural environmentalism taking a more active stance towards attempts to solve 

environmental issues than other visions, giving yet more breadth to the phenomenon. 

 As with most aspects of the counterculture, none of these interpretations provide a 

definitive answer to what encompasses countercultural environmentalism, and in fact, all of these 

can be considered correct simultaneously. Elements of education, calls to action, and dire 

warnings on the state of the environment permeated through the different varieties of 

undertaking countercultural environmentalist strategies and created a common link between 

them. Back-to-the-land concepts from communards, guides the ecological living like the Whole 

Earth Catalog, and direct efforts to educate and take on efforts from groups like Greenpeace all 
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can be viewed as different parts of the same countercultural environmentalism. But in all of these 

cases and the studies that have appeared on this environmentalist phenomenon, the focus has 

been on more socially and scientifically oriented directions. Largely absent have been studies of 

forms of countercultural environmentalism manifesting within cultural aspects, especially in 

different art forms. But a close examination of musical, literary, and artistic forms of the Sixties 

reveals that the various forms of environmentalism found here made their way into the arts and 

were reflected in the works of several influential artists. Figures from these genres drew from the 

same wells as those in more noted countercultural environmentalist scenes, taking their cues 

from some or all of these prevalent tactics. This even appears with some who may not have self-

identified as countercultural, but still used similar tools. In this sense, the standing boundaries of 

countercultural environmentalism seem to require reevaluation, as the current definitions tend to 

leave out artistic forms. This study argues that many manifestations of countercultural 

environmentalism both influenced and were influenced by the unique perspectives crafted by the 

featured artists’ creative work with these artistic forms. Their artistic mediums served as the 

means to disseminate the broader counterculture environmentalist thought or, sometimes, to 

share their own particular thoughts and actions toward it. It also explores the lasting impact and 

permanence that this new form of ecological advocacy had on the American culture from its 

peak in the Sixties to the years beyond the end of the countercultural movement as its reach 

permeated into the “mainstream” of the arts. The relationship between art and counterculture 

environmentalism and the impact it had on general environmental thought thereby demonstrates 

the need to consider artistic forms such as literature, art, and music when discussing the 

development of postwar environmentalism.   
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 The complex relationship between art and culture of the Sixties and the American 

counterculture represents a problem of cultural theory. As history has recognized the “invented” 

nature of cultural practices and the impermanence of cultural norms, it has become common to 

view cultural forms such as art as legitimate “problems” of research rather than a “natural state 

of affairs.”54 This shift has trended away from older histories of “great men,” diplomatic 

maneuvering, and warfare and has instead focused on the “smaller people,” their lifestyles, 

workplaces, families; the culture of their time rather than just the politics.55 Moving towards this 

cultural viewpoint lends itself to increased studies of art forms. Within the context of art, 

however, the concepts of the impact on society reach back even to the period of the Ancient 

Greeks. Aristotle comments on the role of art in his Poetics, claiming that all art, whether 

dramatic, musical, or literary, is an attempt to imitate reality.56 In this way, the concept that the 

artistic is influenced by the culture can be argued under this perspective. However, he claims art 

is not limited to imitation, instead allowing room for its own interpretations and grasp for 

“universal type in the individual phenomena.”57 The ability for art to present its own directions 

and impact the culture of its time is clear, setting up a picture that art and culture can 

simultaneously impact one another.  

 More recent scholarship has complicated the roles of culture and art within society as 

differing thinking has risen in the twentieth-century. The development of schools of thought on 

cultural theory has been key in changing this scholarly landscape. The first such school is the 
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“culturists,” which views culture as being a part of all human activity and social actions and 

interactions and sees it as both the meanings and values developed by social classes and by 

traditional practices that lead to understandings of life.58 In short, ordinary people are given 

agency as cultural actors. The second school – more traditional but now less prevalent – is 

known as the “structuralists,” which views social and cultural relationships more along the lines 

of ideologies and potential for capital.59 In terms of the art world, the formation of these schools 

of thought opens up new interpretations of its role in contemporary society. However, in this 

case, the culturist view provides more flexibility in viewing the artists as influencers and being 

influenced. Anthropological views of cultural theories agree with this, as found in the work of 

Sherry B. Ortner. Ortner notes that American anthropologists have agreed that culture shapes the 

behaviors of society, which is in agreement that art is shaped by overarching cultural systems.60 

In the Sixties era, this was true, as environmental thoughts made their way into the artwork of 

artists across many genres. The reverse of this – cultural practice influencing cultural systems – 

has seen less consensus. Questions hinge on how cultural practitioners reflect and reproduce 

cultural systems and on the ability of the system to be reshaped by cultural practice.61 Differing 

views on the ability to shape cultural systems are primarily divided between Marxist 

interpretations in which political and class differences create “countercultures” within the main 

system and newer views that imply that people in different social positions take on different 

cultural interests to seek their own benefit.62 Within the arts, it would seem that the latter takes 

precedence here, as the various artists examined in this study each take on their position not 
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based on a class struggle, but personal interest in the environment. Modern interpretations of the 

relationship between cultural practice and system indicates that artwork is an actor of both 

cultural change and a reflector of overarching cultural practices, thus giving it merit in its study,   

  A series of case studies exemplifying the artistic careers of key figures within each of 

these art forms display the diverse appearances of this environmentalism within the different 

genres. Within each, a pair of artists highlight these different aspects. The first chapter focuses 

on literary forms, with examinations of Gary Snyder and Edward Abbey. This pairing is meant to 

mark both differences in styles of literature, with Snyder representing poetic forms and a more 

obvious alignment with the American counterculture, while Abbey represents its appearance in 

novels and prose, as well as in less evident shows of countercultural affinity. Both literary 

figures became guides toward countercultural versions of environmentalism, as their works 

became sorts of handbooks towards ecological living and action. Snyder, the Zen poet, does this 

through his combination of mysticism and his own environmental thinking he calls “re-

inhabitation,” which caused him to be seen as a leader of the back-to-the-land variety of 

environmentalism. Abbey, the “desert anarchist,” on the other hand, though not willing to be 

associated with the “hippies,” aligns with countercultural environmentalism akin to 

Greenpeace’s version, as Abbey calls for action against industrial development in wilderness 

spaces and national parks, going so far in his books as to advocate for eco-sabotage. While 

different both in their literary stylings and their political approaches, the examination of these 

two show evidences how the tactics from the various manifestations of countercultural 

environmentalism combined to enhance the ecological message of these authors. Most notably, 

this chapter contends that both Snyder and Abbey were influencers of culture with the 

counterculture environmental tactics, as, despite their differences, both become guides for new, 
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more radical environmental movements. Literary forms can be seen to have felt the impact of 

countercultural forms of environmentalism in all of its forms. 

The second chapter shifts toward physical art forms, focusing specifically on the rise of 

Land Art movement. Here the case studies examine the artists Alan Sonfist and Michael Singer, 

with the former representing efforts to bring the countercultural environmentalism found in Land 

Art into urban centers, while the latter shows a more rural-centric approach with his artwork 

being built remote sites. Both represent a “non-intrusive” approach to Land Art as opposed to 

more famous – and destructive – artists within the movement. Their works, instead, work with 

nature instead of against it and send the message that the natural world needs to be protected and 

preserved. Both artists advocate for site-specificity, educating on environmental issues, and 

taking direct action toward environmental change through their artwork. Michael Singer takes an 

approach similar to Gary Snyder by attempting to find a deep understanding of his place before 

constructing his artwork while simultaneously educating about the fragility of humanity’s 

relationship with nature. Sonfist takes a different approach, instead taking his artwork into urban 

centers to bring environmental education to the public. These figures represent different ideas of 

bringing their environmental thoughts and tactics to American culture. Singer’s work, remote 

and near inaccessible to the majority of the American population, is not confronting and 

attempting to change culture, instead letting the counterculture environmental ideas effect it and 

spreading that message from there. Sonfist, on the other hand, brings this environmentalism into 

conflict with culture, with the artwork being brought face to face with everyday people and 

cultural styles, thereby attempting to change how the environment is viewed culturally. While 

the Land Art movement was not wholly dedicated to environmental preservation, studies of 

Singer and Sonfist show the existence of a section of them that did. 
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The final chapter focuses on music with an examination of this form’s environmentalism 

found in folk music with a study of Pete Seeger and with popular singer John Denver. This 

pairing is used to show how environmental themes and actions in line with countercultural 

environmentalism manifest in both more typical countercultural musical forms such as folk 

music and in more popular – and more mainstream – forms. Pete Seeger was part of a more 

traditional countercultural background, being part of the folk music revival of the 1960s, being 

monitored by the FBI because of former communist and socialist leanings and his advocation of 

civil rights, and being blacklisted from public media for both his past and contemporary political 

relationships. Denver was nearly the complete opposite, a singer-songwriter whose music 

charted regularly and was considered “clean” and uncontroversial. But despite these glaring 

differences in their styles and politics, both artists were devoted to environmental causes. Seeger 

focused on the pollution of the Hudson River, while Denver turned his efforts toward the 

preservation of the Rocky Mountains in Colorado. Both incorporated countercultural 

environmental themes within their music, producing numerous pieces encouraging audiences to 

take action on ecological issues and alerting listeners to the consequences of failing to change. 

Both demonstrate their seriousness by taking action themselves, setting up projects outside of 

their musical contributions to further aid environmental advocation. With Seeger, this was his 

Clearwater sloop used to bring environmental education to towns along the Hudson River, while 

for Denver, this was the production of environmentally charged television specials and the 

establishment of his Windstar Foundation focused on alternative energy research and education. 

Both musicians show a commitment to the environmental cause in line with countercultural 

environmentalism. In looking at their songs and their own actions, it can be seen that tactics such 

as the educative missions of Whole Earth Catalog and the protest and direct action of 
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Greenpeace made their way into the music of the Sixties, further showing the influence of 

countercultural environmentalism. Both further show the influence they took from 

countercultural environmentalism by incorporating it into their work, while simultaneously 

influencing it and environmentalism through their efforts with their individual ecological 

projects. The impact of countercultural environmentalism found within the major works by these 

artists shows that this version of environmentalism in the Sixties extends beyond current 

boundaries and needs reassessment to determine just how much the arts fall within its borders. 

 The examination of countercultural environmentalism within Sixties art forms sheds light 

on a different – and more popular – manifestation of environmentalism. Given that these art 

forms are some of the most iconic aspects of the Sixties and that they tended to include political 

messages, it is reasonable to presume that counterculture environmental thinking appeared within 

them. What is surprising is the relative lack of scholarship on this topic, which this work 

attempts to remedy. The study of countercultural environmentalism within the arts also helps, in 

a more general sense, to expand knowledge of the counterculture’s artistic political voices. Much 

has been covered regarding political messages within Sixties’ artwork with antiwar protest, but 

not as much scholarly interest has focused on the environmentalism found here. The goal with 

this study is to elucidate this leaning in the arts and show it to be a different avenue to pursue 

toward studying this aspect of Sixties counterculture by showing a uniting environmental thread 

throughout the art forms examined here. Many studies examine the different artistic mediums as 

their own independent occurrences. This work endeavors to show that this was not confined to 

only genre of art, but countercultural environmentalism manifested in all of them in some way. 

In a counterculture with artistic mediums featuring societal protests, countercultural 

environmentalism in the arts represented a unifying thread going through several artistic genres. 
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As the age of ecology formed itself during the Sixties, countercultural environmentalism’s rise 

was the counterculture’s continuation of that age, setting up the appearance of ecological themes 

in the arts through the remainder of the movement and beyond. As we will see, countercultural 

environmentalism was more prevalent in the counterculture than has been previously explored, 

and more influential than has been previously recognized. 
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Green Words: Literary Appearances of Counterculture Environmentalism 

 

 Environmental literature saw a significant rise during the Sixties era in America. 

Beginning with marine biologist Rachel Carson’s publication of Silent Spring in 1962, writings 

on the state and protection of the environment became commonplace among academics like Paul 

Ehrlich and Barry Commoner, who discussed topics of environmentalism from the havoc caused 

by industrial pollution, to whether flora and fauna should have “rights,” and to radical ideas of 

controlling human population to mitigate ecological destruction.63 With growing environmental 

concerns appearing in mainstream, scientifically-oriented literature, the American counterculture 

began to follow in the same vein, deriving its own literary modes to address the ecological 

problems of the country. Though musical appearances of countercultural environmentalism were 

no doubt the most identifiable in the arts, its manifestation in literary forms also were just as 

clear in the 1960s and 70s. As the American counterculture picked up new ideas of 

environmentalism and ecology, authors presented the new methods and means to environmental 

causes within their works. Some concepts even found their origins with the authors within this 

subset of popular literature. Two of the most notable authors that reflected this form of 

environmentalism within their literature were the poet Gary Snyder and the novelist Edward 

Abbey.  

 Snyder and Abbey are seemingly worlds apart in their upbringings and approaches to 

their craft. Snyder, more stereotypically countercultural, utilized his years of studying Buddhism 

in Japan to inform his ideas of how people should interact with the environment. Abbey, on the 
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other hand, championed radical approaches to protect the desert wilderness spaces left in the 

American West. What connects them, though, is the presence of countercultural ideas within 

their brands of environmental thinking. Snyder presented concepts of re-inhabitation of land 

through both his poetry and prose that became a major influence on those within the back-to-the-

land movement. Edward Abbey reflected more stereotypical countercultural anti-technology and 

anti-land development sentiments in his advocacy of protecting America’s desert lands while 

pushing for extreme action with his advocacy of eco-sabotage; “monkey wrenching,” as he put it. 

While their methods in promoting environmentalism were not the same, both writers reflected 

and promoted methods present in the American counterculture’s version of ecological reaction. 

Both authors attempt to bring to light issues in their respective areas while simultaneously calling 

their audiences to take action and solve these issues. Their own thinking and use of this 

environmentalism became the basis for more radical, counterculturally tinged movements going 

forward, indicating their impact on the culture. Using these authors as examples, countercultural 

environmentalism is seen to be present within literary forms through Snyder’s embracing of 

Eastern mysticism and re-inhabitation and Abbey’s calls for removal of development from 

wilderness areas and his radical methods to do so. Both became influencers of countercultural 

environmentalism, filling the role of guides to radical and new forms of environmental ideas and 

living. 

 

Natural Writings: Environmental Literature Before the Sixties 

 To understand the positions that countercultural authors such as Snyder and Abbey held, 

it is necessary to explain some of the literary background of environmentalism and previous 

works of “nature writing.” The most obvious origins of this style of writing are found in the 
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essays Henry David Thoreau, who remains one of the most influential environmental writers. 

Though he presented his writings more than a century before the focus of this work, Thoreau 

already was suggesting concepts that would become prominent with literary figures of the Sixties 

counterculture era. Thoreau presented concepts of “rights of nature,” as prominent environmental 

historian Roderick Frazier Nash put it, with ideas of non-human life being just as deserving of 

living as is humankind.64 With works such as Walden, which emphasizes “organic wholeness” 

and calls for paying attention to even the smallest of animal creatures, Thoreau became a major 

influence on writers that would follow in his footsteps.65 So influential was his work that James 

I. McClintock, professor of English and American Studies at Michigan State, contends that a 

group of five mid-to-late twentieth-century writers – Aldo Leopold, Joseph Wood Krutch, 

Edward Abbey, Anne Dillard, and Gary Snyder – represent “kindred spirits” to Thoreau, as they 

use the same romanticism combined with understandings of ecological sciences to allow humans 

and nature to coexist.66 McClintock further contends that these authors experienced dramatic 

turns in thinking and behaviors the removed them from mainstream literary practices and instead 

towards “Thoueauvian” concepts backed by their personal experiences with the natural world.67 

The influence and impact of Thoreau on future writers more associated with the counterculture 

cannot be ignored and necessarily must be mentioned for a fuller understanding of where these 

authors are coming from.  

 The early influences of John Muir cannot be ignored either. A writer and activist in the 

late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-centuries, Muir helped carry the ideas of natural 
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inclusiveness into the masses, allowing it to remain accessible a few decades later.68 Muir, 

however, added a new role that would also come to be a part of the Sixties writers’ repertoire: 

activism. In the late 1900s, Muir and a group of other activists within the Sierra Club, an 

environmental organization he had helped form, protested the construction of a dam at Hetch 

Hetchy Valley in Yosemite National Park to prevent it from being built. Though the efforts 

failed, Muir put forth a new path towards environmental activism that would influence both 

mainstream efforts and Countercultural ideas alike.69 The future Countercultural authors would 

promote saving the environment and wilderness through their literature and, especially in the 

case of Edward Abbey be a part of the protests. Like Thoreau, the influence of John Muir on 

those later in the twentieth-century is important to note as part of environmental backgrounds for 

environmental sentiments that would be found within the American counterculture.  

 Advocacy for the environment and its right to existence again came to the forefront in the 

years following World War II. In mainstream areas, conservation groups like the Sierra Club 

grew more radical and took on government agencies and industrial giants that threatened to harm 

or destroy spaces.70 In literary forms, calls for new environmental ethics sprung up again, even 

more charged than they had been with their initial conceptions in the writings Thoreau and Muir. 

The most notable example in the immediate postwar period is Aldo Leopold’s A Sand County 

Almanac, in which he discusses myriad environmental damages occurring and the need for 

change. For instance, Leopold laments the loss of the pigeon from Wisconsin and the eradication 

of wolves from the mountains of the Southwest.71  While the work was published posthumously, 
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it still garnered great attention from the public in the “age of ecology” that arose in the late 1960s 

and became known as one of the earliest in the modern era to care this deeply for the natural 

world.72 He suggests a needed solution, as the long-held recreational conservation now causes 

destruction in the sacrifice of one species to preserve the existence of game animals.73 Leopold’s 

solution was a call to develop a new “Land Ethic,” where humans and nature can coexist with 

each other and that humankind becomes a fellow citizen of the land, rather than a conqueror.74 

Leopold’s ideas presented here represent an early view of co-existing and understanding nature 

that would find its way into the writings of those with a counterculture bent.  

 Environmentalism came to the forefront of the Sixties with biologist Rachel Carson’s 

1962 publication Silent Spring. The work reached a broad audience as she relayed the dangers of 

the use of chemical pesticides on crops and the damage that they caused to plants, animals, and 

humans.75 This, combined with the ills of suburban living coming to light, including septic 

failures and flooding from building in floodplains, resulted in the American public realizing 

environmental issues on a large scale for the first time.76 Further, her work was one of the first to 

warn about the dangers of unhindered advancement of technology, as she compared the use of 

pesticides like DDT to radioactive substances that Americans already knew to be dangerous.77 

Carson’s publication attracted enormous attention. Silent Spring resulted in an attraction – both 

among politicians and the American public – towards environmentalism that faced off against 

the norms of industrial domination, which would make the Sixties an era of ecology.78 Carson 
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herself testified before a Senate subcommittee about her findings, further solidifying the need for 

change in the way America treated nature.79 The resulting environmental movement saw the rise 

of both mainstream versions concerned with political action and legislative change and the 

countercultural version that combined environmental ideas with Countercultural efforts to raise 

awareness, educate, and call to action – along with the input of mysticism and shamanism 

sometimes – setting the stage for authors within this counterculture environmental framework to 

articulate new ecological visions in their literary works.  

 

Gary Snyder: Zen, Real Work and Re-Inhabitation 

 Gary Snyder represented one of the few people who could claim to be a part of the 

American counterculture from its inception with the Beats of the 1950s to the more hippie-esque 

manifestations of the 1960s and early 70s. He seems to embody the countercultural fascination 

with mystic religiosity, having spent years studying Zen Buddhism in Japan and also taking a 

strong interest in the spirituality of America’s indigenous peoples.80 In the peak years of the 

Counterculture, Snyder also served as a model for modes of environmentalism through both his 

words and his action, to the point where some concepts appeared to originate from him. With his 

concepts of “becoming native” through “re-inhabitation” of one’s space, he became a major 

influence towards those involved with the more stereotypical “back-to-the-land” movement. To 

an extent, this was even seen as an attempt to rejuvenate this communal living, as overambition 

and naivety among some of the movement’s more youthful members had caused disillusionment  
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Figure 1: Gary Snyder with Parka, Kausani...Himalayan backdrop, 1963 India.81 

 

and the beginning of abandoning this Earth-friendly living.82 His poetical works, from his early 

Riprap (1959) and Myths and Texts (1960) to his later Turtle Island (1974), range from 

displaying issues occurring in the environment and challenging readers to fix them, to promoting 

deeper understandings of nature, insofar as to suggest a “shamanistic” view of what humanity’s 

relation to plants and animals could be. Combined with his later prose works outlining his 

thoughts on solutions to contemporary environmental ills, Snyder is perhaps one of the most 

visible representations of countercultural environmentalism, not only in the literary world but 

within the entire movement itself.  

 Gary Snyder came from a background immersed in the outdoors and the wilderness. 

Raised in the states of Washington and Oregon, Snyder took a strong interest in the natural world 
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around him and of the cultures indigenous to the area. During his studies at Reed College, he 

crafted his undergraduate thesis around the myths of the Haida peoples, already displaying his 

interest in the mystic aspects that would help define his environmental thoughts later.83 After his 

undergrad experience, Snyder took on jobs that brought him back into the wilderness, including 

working as a fire lookout for the U.S. Park Service on Crater Mountain in Washington and later 

with a lumber company in 1954.84 Snyder described this period as “de-educating” himself from 

his time in the institutional setting at Reed College. By this, he meant to “get back in touch with 

people, with ordinary things: with your body, with the dirt, with the dust, with anything you 

like…Get away from books and from the elite sense of being bearers of Western culture, and all 

that crap. But also, ultimately, your mind, into original mind before any books were put into it, 

or before any language was invented.”85 In this, Snyder was also already setting himself up to be 

a figure for the back-to-the-landers. During this period, he was suggesting getting in touch with 

the land that came to define his ideas of “re-inhabitation” as he moved into the later 1960s and 

70s. His earlier works, however, sought answers rather than proposing environmental solutions 

as he would do later.  

 Snyder’s first collections of poetry were Riprap and Myths and Texts, published in 1959 

and 1960, respectively. Though predating his association with being “Countercultural” – 

depending on how one classifies the 1950s Beats – these works demonstrate the early 

appearances of Snyder’s environmental inclination. Riprap, as Bob Steuding – one of the first to 

study Snyder’s work in-depth – describes it, are works inspired by Snyder’s youthful experiences 
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with nature, where his attachment to environments of the Pacific Northwest were created and his 

commitment to protecting it from harm was formed.86 Snyder indicated as much in a 1968 

interview at the Brockport Writers Forum, where he revealed that one of the “great tensions” of 

his youth was having a commitment to nature, but being very much aware of the destructiveness 

of logging and damming that he was forced to take part in to survive. This was a process he 

called the continuation of the “Anglo mentality” that North America was still a land to be 

conquered.87 He reflects such in some of the poems of Riprap. One example appears in “Milton 

by Firelight (Piute Creek, August 1955),” where he predicts that the rate of destruction occurring 

in the Sierras will lead to the environment’s total annihilation, writing “In ten thousand years the 

Sierras/Will be dry and dead, home of the scorpion./Ice-scratched slabs and bent trees./No 

paradise, no fall,/Only the weathering land/The wheeling sky./Man, with his Satan/Scouring the 

chaos of the mind./Oh Hell!”88 Further examples are seen with “Piute Creek,” which suggests 

that the “junk that goes with being human” can be escaped by understanding one’s place in the 

natural world, and in the eponymous “Riprap,” where he states that the mind can be like riprap 

and being in “solidarity of bark, leaf, or wall.”89 Charles Molesworth, another early scholar of 

Snyder’s work, corroborates this, noting that the central theme of Riprap is that harmony can 

only be gained by experiencing the processes of nature outside of contemporary urban life.90 At 

this early point in his career, Snyder showed the necessity for a commitment to protecting the 

natural world and understanding the importance of the environment towards human living that 
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would shape his more radical countercultural environmentalist views that would arrive in the 

later 1960s. Early indications of “rediscovering” this natural history of the Sierra foothills were 

clear, hinting at his inclinations towards “re-inhabiting” land.  Before this, however, was his 

Myths and Texts, which set forward the shamanistic views that he would combine into this. 

 In Myths and Texts, Snyder focuses on Native American traditions and their relationship 

to the natural world. While the collection begins with reflections on Snyder’s experience 

working in logging camps in the early 1950s, the later parts of the book highlight an “instinctive 

connection with wildlife” and a strong relationship to Native modes of thinking of the 

environment.91 For some scholars, the writings here represent the origins of Snyder’s attempt to 

find a new political order to allow the focus of nature to penetrate social existence.92 What is 

clear, though, is his advocation for a shamanistic worldview that he hoped to spread as part of 

this new political order. By shamanism, a term he used frequently in his writing on the 

environment, Snyder meant a special connection between humans and the rest of the natural 

world, citing ancient shamans’ ability to communicate with the rest of the living beings on the 

planet. Snyder commented on this in a later interview with Michael Helm for the magazine Helm 

Edits, City Miner, stating that shamanism and learning from the non-human is something that can 

be used to keep lands and culture together in face of the European “garden path” of centralized 

government.93 This is clear even just looking at the subtitles for the various poems in the second 

section; a few poems labeled as “shaman songs,” while others are written for specific animals. 

The poems in this section – entitled “hunting” – see Snyder’s attempt to “hunt” animals for their 

wisdom. For instance, the poem “16” sees Snyder emphasize how humankind can be in 
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communion with nature, presenting a scene where a human woman helps to nurture infant 

gazelle and wolf cubs.94 Other poems, however, show how the wisdom of these animals is being 

thrown away by humans out of touch with the natural world. The first section, “Logging” shows 

this often through the natural destructing caused by the lumber industry. For instance, in the 

second poem in this section, Snyder writes “Squared beams, log dogs,/on a tamped-earth 

sill./San Francisco 2x4s/were the woods around Seattle:/Someone killed and someone built, a 

house,/a forest, wrecked or raised/All America hung on a hook/& burned by men, in their own 

praise,” laying out how old forests are being killed for the sake of housing development.95 The 

poem “8 (this poem is for deer)” also shows this, wherein a hunting party, upset that they missed 

a buck, takes out their anger by shooting the head off a cottontail rabbit, showing humankind’s 

destructive nature even in supposed “recreational” times.96 The final section, however, delves 

into what was and would further be a vital part of Snyder’s thinking moving into the 1960s: Zen 

Buddhism.  

 Beginning in 1959, Gary Snyder moved to Kyoto, Japan to study Zen under the tutelage 

of Master Oda Sesso Roshi.97 It was not the first time that he had come over for this purpose, as 

his first venture was in 1956, but this stay was to be much longer than previous ones, taking him 

all the way into the mid-1960s before he returned to California.98 Zen appealed to Snyder, for, as 

he put it in a letter to his good friend Allen Ginsberg, “Zen is magic man, because it’s so fucking 

baffling simple and concrete and subtle, and won’t let you fool nobody. ‘What color is the 
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wind?’ ‘Where does the rain come from?’ – little ‘minor’ koans. Not one ‘concept’ in it all.”99 

The primary teachings relied on three things: zazen, a sitting meditation: koan, philosophical 

questioning: and sanzen, interviewing with the Master.100 These methods, particularly the zazen 

and koan, came to aid his worldviews, both on living and on his eventual back-to-the-land 

environmentalism. Snyder commented on the meditation aspect in a 1977 interview with East 

West Journal, stating that mediation provides a method for humans to reach back to the 

“primitive” and just be for a few hours, “experiencing ourselves as whatever we are, without any 

extra thing added to that.”101 The koan, the philosophical questioning which heightens a different 

level of consciousness based on intuition and spontaneity rather than organized, rational 

thinking, again aligns with Snyder’s countercultural ideas of primitiveness and re-inhabitation of 

the land, as it provides basic groundwork toward questioning humanity’s relationship to 

nature.102 These ideas of Zen would come to influence the literary works Snyder would produce 

as he returned to the United States in the latter half of the 1960s. 

 Gary Snyder returned to the United States in 1964, taking up a position at the University 

of California, Berkeley as a lecturer teaching English.103 Though he would hop back and forth 

between the States and Japan for a few years until the death of his Zen master in 1966, Snyder’s 

return to his home country afforded him a new opportunity to disseminate what he had learned 

from his time in Kyoto and his own ideas, particularly on communitarianism and 

environmentalism, that had been molded by his time spent there. One of his first opportunities to 

do this was with the Berkeley Poetry conference in the summer of 1965, where he, along with 
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fellow Beats such as Allen Ginsberg and Robert Duncan, presented their works. Here, though, 

the most significant work for Snyder was not his poetry, but a lecture-turned-essay entitled 

“Poetry and the Primitive.”104 This essay, formally published four years later in Earth House 

Hold (1969), proposed that poetry can be used as an ecological survival tool. Snyder contends 

that the poet is akin to the shaman, being able to communicate with the animals and plants of the 

natural world, while the Judeo-Christian tradition shuns nature with claims that animals have no 

souls and the environment was made to be exploited.105 He puts the role of the “Shaman-poet” 

plainly: 

We all know what primitive cultures don’t have. What they do have is the knowledge of 

connection and responsibility which amounts to a spiritual ascesis for the whole 

community. Monks of Christianity or Buddhism, “leaving the world” (which means the 

games of society) are trying, in a decadent way, to achieve what whole primitive 

communities – men, women, and children – live by daily; and with more wholeness. The 

Shaman-poet is simply the man whose mind reaches easily out into all manners of shapes 

and other lives, and gives song to dreams. Poets have carried this function forward 

through civilized times: poets don’t sing about society, they sing about nature – even if 

the closest they ever get to nature is their lady’s queynt.106 

 

The message displayed is that the poet holds a shamanistic ability to communicate with the 

natural world greater than that of the spiritual leaders of the organized religions. The poet can 

provide society with more proper ecological truth than could a member of civilization. He would 

back this stance up in a later interview, stating there that poets are the chief representatives of an 

attempt to bring back the shamanistic “healing song,” so that folklore and myth are brought back 

into the consciousness of everybody.107 He further adds in “Poetry and the Primitive” that the 

myths and folklore that a Shaman-poet can implore can deepen society’s understanding and 
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connection to nature. Employed here is the literal meaning of the word “ecology” – 

housekeeping of the Earth – to indicate what contemporary society needed to do to keep its 

balance with the environment intact, something he commented that early shamanistic 

communities were better at accomplishing than the biologists of the civilized world.108 With the 

views presented in this essay, Snyder already was acting to expose a new audience to his idea of 

a shamanistic worldview that would see people returning to a back-to-the-land idea. This was 

pertinent at a time when the American “Hippie” counterculture was emerging. It is in this context 

that Snyder could press into and become a significant part of the countercultural 

environmentalism with its embrace of his mystic ideas.  

 Snyder’s ideas on environmentalism, tribalism, and shamanism were a hit with those 

within America’s counterculture. In 1967, with the seminal “gathering of the tribes” at the 

Human Be-In of 1967 in San Francisco, Snyder, amongst others, led in Buddhist chants and 

aided the promotion of the Hippies fascination with the “primitive” side of human living, causing 

the youth to become interested in his work.109 Snyder wrote in his essay “Passage to More than 

India,” – a work also published in Earth House Hold – that, though there were only a few true 

followers of the Tribe, the new social and familial mores displayed by those within the 

counterculture were the manifestation of the fall of industrial society and the ferocity and passion 

of the “ghost” of the American Indian claiming the generation as its own, making the USA at last 

America again.110 It should be noted that for some, particularly those within the Native American 

community, this notion was problematic. The “ghosting” of Native Americans, as argued by 

Renée L. Bergland, has been a technique for removing the Native American from their lands, 
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moving them to the realm of imagination to “empty” them from their lands.111 While Snyder 

does not use “ghost” as a term to remove Native Americans in this way, it does seem to 

perpetuate ideas that Native Americans are something of the past, ignoring that they were 

fighting for their own rights in the “Red Power” movement while Snyder was presenting his 

ideas. While “Passage to More than India” meant to champion tribal living, it came across as 

insensitive to the contemporary struggles of surviving Native Americans. In any case, Snyder’s 

later essay “Why Tribe,” perhaps more than any other essay from this period in the late 1960s, 

promotes to the youthful generation living in this “tribal” fashion and in harmony with nature. 

Here, Snyder suggests that the wisest and most traveled men “may with good reason wish to live 

simply, with few tools and minimal clothes, close to nature.”112 He further adds the that the true 

nature of the Tribe is “Men, women and children – all of whom together hope to follow the 

timeless path of love and wisdom, in affectionate company with the sky, winds, clouds, trees, 

waters, animals and grasses – this is the tribe.”113 Snyder meant to promote his ideas of 

communing with nature to the counterculture, where it could fit with the back-to-the-land 

sentiment found among them. The influence was felt even outside of Snyder’s countercultural 

circle. Frank Zelko, with his work Make it a Green Peace!, indicates that Bob Hunter, the most 

counterculturally-oriented founder of Greenpeace, derived inspiration from both Snyder and 

Arne Næss, both referred to as the pioneers of Deep Ecological tenants.114 The prose and poetry 

of Snyder began to impact those with the counterculture, inspiring audiences to develop concepts 
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of stewardship of the Earth and treating all life as deserving of living. This would continue with 

the publication of further works with his efforts in the late 1960s and into the 1970s.  

 By this point in time, Snyder reflected his countercultural environmentalism through his 

own style of living. His place was known as Kitkitdizze, built in the foothills of the Sierra 

Nevada in 1970.115 The house itself was based on both Japanese farmhouse architecture and 

“Mandan earthen lodges,” reflecting his infatuation with these non-European modes of living.116 

Further, it was designed with ecological concern in mind, as it was built to adapt naturally to the 

climate of the Sierras.117 Kitkitdizze further served as a reclamation of land; prior to Snyder’s 

intervention, the area had been ravaged by gold mining in the area and was brought back by 

Snyder’s commitment to nature and place.118 It was from this location that Snyder could 

disseminate his teachings of Zen and on ecology to those most willing to listen. Bruce Boyd, a 

member of the crew helping to build Snyder’s house, commented that Snyder’s Zen zazen often 

included talk of ecology, opening up a “whole new world consisting of equal measures of 

communal camp life, Zen, Blue Sky, stars, forest, swimming in the Yuba River, new friends a 

comrades, red earth, Coyote, and building from the very ground up, by hand, with stone, cedar, 

and pine logs.”119 Peter Coyote, seminal member of guerilla theatre group The Diggers, also 

recalled his experiences at Kitkitdizze on his first visit there in 1971, where he came to 

understand “The Real Work” – the actions the Snyder was taking towards changing society – as 

being “his ability to sensitize the contemporary American psyche to more appreciative, less 

exploitative social and economic possibilities than are currently widely available within the 
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strictures of Western worldviews and values.”120 He further understands Snyder to be 

encouraging interdependency between species on Earth and in tune with ancient human 

traditions to have a society in harmony with the natural world.121 Snyder had begun living what 

he preached, encouraging going back to land for a deeper understanding of humanity’s 

connection to nature and the planet. Naturally, these ideas were presented in his continuing 

literary creations. 

 Besides Earth House Hold, his work of prose that explained some of his thoughts on 

shamanistic “tribalism,” environmentalism, and Zen Buddhism, 1969 also saw the publication of 

his one-off poem “Smokey the Bear Sutra,” a piece combining both his ecological mindset and 

his Zen spirituality. Originally made as a flyer handed out at the Sierra Club Wilderness 

Conference that year, the piece, as Snyder reminisces some 15 years later, connected the U.S. 

Forest Service’s use of Smokey Bear to ancient traditions of the bear being a guide and teacher 

toward environmental living.122 Within the poem, Snyder depicts Smokey Bear as being a 

modern manifestation of the Great Sun Buddha, who transforms into Smokey to bring an end to 

humanity’s troubles that have caused it to “practically wreck everything in spite of its own strong 

intelligent Buddha-nature.”123 He suggests that the followers of “Smokey’s” campaign will be 

the ones to cure America of its ills, writing “his followers, becoming free of cars, houses, canned 

food, universities, and shoes, master the Three Mysteries of their own Body, Speech, and Mind, 

and fearlessly chop down the rotten trees and prune out the sick limbs of the country America 

and then burn the leftover trash.”124 Further, those that recite this Sutra and put it into practice, 
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according to Snyder, will be the ones to save planet Earth from environmental catastrophe.125 

Though the message is perhaps more blunt than his more subtle poems, he believed following the 

spirit of Smokey Bear would lead true followers to a more harmonious – and far less destructive 

– co-existence with nature. Once again, Snyder reflected and crafted his countercultural 

environmental stance by promoting getting in tune with nature and understanding one’s 

relationship with one’s place through this poem. It is also a call to action, commanding readers to 

abandon destructive lifestyles to preserve the earth and remove the corruption of the North 

American continent. The bonus with this was an even larger audience than previous attempts. 

Snyder concluded the poem with a statement that it “may be reproduced free forever,” leading to 

serval publications taking him up on this.126 Underground newspapers throughout the nation, 

including the Berkeley Barb, reprinted the poem, allowing its message to be disseminated to their 

many countercultural and New Left readers.127 Even the popular mainstream magazine The New 

Yorker took interest, though eventually declined for Snyder requesting anonymity.128 With this 

and his Kitkitdizze experiences, Snyder was enmeshed in the counterculture environmental 

milieu, helping to craft back-to-land ideas on it that became a major influence for  

more “hippie” practitioners. His works of the early 1970s, though, were when these literary 

representations would reach their height.  

 The peak of Snyder’s work involving his shamanistic-environmentalism came in 1974, 

with his highly-regarded – and Pulitzer Prize-winning – Turtle Island. Hints of what Snyder was 

to publish evidenced themselves to a lesser extent with the 1970 publication Regarding Wave.  
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Figure 2: The original book cover for Turtle Island.129 

 

Particularly in the “Long Hair” section, Snyder champions the emphasis on understanding and 

land and nature. The poem “What You Should Know to be a Poet” states that knowledge of  

animals, plants, the celestial bodies, and at least one form of traditional magic is essential,130 

while “Hunting Season,” a twist on hunting where the deer hunt men, shows Snyder’s idea that 

someday soon, nature will takeover from inside of men and bring about natural living.131 

However, these themes come to light with Turtle Island, the title of which Snyder connects to his 

environmental inclinations; Turtle Island is the name given North America by several Native 

American tribes in the Pacific Northwest, a more accurate name than arbitrary country and state 

designations in Snyder’s mind.132 The work here, in fact, represents treating the natural world 

with equal importance to the world of humankind. Soon after the publication of Turtle Island, 
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Snyder was called the poet and essayist of “Deep Ecology,” an ideology based entirely around 

this concept.133 Such an example is seen with “The Call of the Wild,” a poem about what 

contemporary America had done to Coyote, a symbol for Native American ways of living. The 

pseudo-hippies, living in geodesic domes, shut it out, logging companies have convinced 

Americans that trees are “full of bugs,” and the war against communism had taken its toll on 

plant and animal life around the world, leading Snyder to declare “I would like to say/Coyote is 

forever/Inside you./But it’s not true.”134 The message is that living in the shamanistic, re-

inhabitory way is impossible in the contemporary American warlike state. The tribalistic 

message also appears in “Tomorrow’s Song,” where Snyder claims that America will soon lose 

its “mandate” as it has failed to give a vote to wilderness. People turned away from America and 

towards the old values of Turtle Island, ending industrial society and bringing a return to 

humanity working in service of Mother Nature.135 While the events described had not 

manifested, Snyder presents the notion that soon, society will return to older, Native American 

ways. The ideas of re-inhabitation forwarded further in “What Happened Here Before,” in which 

Snyder tells of the history of America through terms of its formation in prehistoric times with its 

rocks, plants, and animals; an attempt to display the deep understanding of land consistent with 

re-inhabitation. At the end are modern people, who destroy the land and create private land 

ownership, in the process destroying their understanding of the land and of themselves.136 The 

implication is that only those who understand the land, where it came from and how the ancient 

first-peoples lived with it, can develop themselves as a person. This, for Snyder, was perhaps his 

primary influence in the counterculture’s environmentalism, a prime reason to get in touch with 
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and go back-to-the-land. But with all of the poetry presented in Turtle Island, the most important 

piece is, perhaps, a piece of prose at the end: “Four Changes.” 

 “Four Changes,” written in 1969, is an essay addressing – and posing solutions to – the 

four chief culprits of the environmental crisis: population, pollution, consumption, and 

transformation. The solutions for the first three issues were straightforward and commonplace 

for the era: reduce population sizes through education and encouragement of contraceptive 

methods,137 ban the use of chemical pesticides and excessive airborne smoke dumping,138 and 

emphasize the constant growth of economy and consumption is unhealthy.139 The last section on 

transformation is where Snyder’s own thoughts on Countercultural environmentalism come to 

shine. The issue, as Snyder presents it, is that humankind’s transformation into a highly civilized 

society has “overshot itself and now threatens us with its inertia.”140 There is too much 

civilization and that continuing down this path will lead to wholesale destruction of wilderness 

and nature. Solving these problems involve sweeping changes to current societal systems, 

including encouraging religious practices considered non-traditional in the West, new 

communities and educational systems based in wilderness and nature to where large cities may 

cease to exist, and changes in thinking to go beyond the “survival of man” mentality to, instead, 

acknowledge nature.141 This change serves as a culmination of Snyder’s environmental ideas. 

Saving nature and saving humankind relies on this reinhabitation, understanding and learning 

about how nature shapes oneself as an individual so that humanity may become in tune with 
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nature. This is Snyder’s major contribution to countercultural environmentalism that served one 

of the most influential aspects of this thinking. 

 Though Snyder’s ideas became a hit with those within the American counterculture, his 

views on Native American spirituality and shamanism came under fire for being simplistic and 

ignorant of the nuances and differences of the beliefs of each Native American tribe. Native 

American authors such as Geary Hobson (Cherokee/Quapaw/Chickasaw), Leslie Marmon Silko 

(Laguna Pueblo), and Wendy Rose (Hopi/Miwok) all criticized Snyder for creating a false 

justification for ecological “nativeness” and setting in motion a “whiteshaman phenomenon” that 

stole from Native American cultural identities.142 To this, Snyder seems to continue on with a 

longstanding viewpoint of white Americans that Native American people and culture were both 

an exotic curiosity and a “savage” other.143 Popular media forms had commonly displayed 

Native Americans as either a simple, uncultured, yet noble side-characters or as the omnipresent 

foe to the white heroes. This trope continued even into the counterculture despite the proclaimed 

sympathy for contemporary Native American struggles as countercultural participants viewed the 

supposed “simplistic” lifestyles as a tool to break from mainstream “civilized” society. It was an 

indication that white artists were still using Native American imagery for their own devices.144 

Snyder’s calls to become “native” fell within these criticisms, as his admiration of shamanism 

did little to connect with Native American tribes and differing spiritualities. Some scholars note 

the “ecological Indian” concept is a misguided notion altogether. Calvin Martin, for instance, 

states that while the many Native American tribes respected the land and its animals, it was not a 

case of a special “Indian ecology” and that such a message results from authors creating their 
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own “metaphysic” about Native American culture to suit their own needs.145 The concept of each 

living thing being its own person, for instance, was a flawed notion, as many tribes, such as the 

Ojibwa around Lake Winnipeg, consider “person” and “human” to be separate entities.146 In fact, 

European and American observers has misconstrued nearly the whole of Native Americans’ 

relationships to nature, as the dissonance between their spirituality and Judeo-Christian traditions 

has prevented these concepts from being absorbed into Western thinking.147 As such, Snyder’s 

advocation for “going native” seemed to many ignorant of actual Native American histories. 

 Perhaps more damning was the timing in which Snyder started to champion the virtues of 

Native American lifestyles. Snyder’s claims came at the same time Native American tribes 

across the country were ramping up the “Red Power” to gain equal rights with whites and move 

to a level of economic equality, which made Snyder’s advocation for “simplistic Native 

American culture” seem a slap in the face. Contemporary Native American figures such as 

folksinger Buffy St. Marie spoke out against this appropriation, calling it “the weirdest vampire 

idea.”148 Multiple protest groups formed to resist further white encroachment on Native 

American rights, lands, and cultures, most notably the American Indian Movement, or AIM, as it 

was more often called. Here were groups brought to the point of protesting white establishments, 

culminating in the Siege of Wounded Knee in 1973. AIM protestors and Lakota tribesmen 

occupied the town of Wounded Knee, South Dakota – symbolic because of the massacre of 

Lakota peoples there by U.S. forces in 1890 – and claimed to be exercising their rights under the 
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1868 Sioux Treaty.149 This Sixties’ rebellions had reached Native Americans in the next chapter 

of their plight, making Snyder’s timing of his ideas poor. 

 Despite this, relationships eventually seemed to lighten. Sherry L. Smith, in her book 

Hippies, Indians & the Fight for Red Power, indicates that though tensions existed between 

Native Americans and whites during these Sixties movements, the relationship to the American 

counterculture, the New Left, and progressive church groups created positive results for the 

advancement of Native Americans. Smith contends that the historical tendency to separate each 

of these groups and ignore collaborations between them overlooks the actual happenings of the 

Sixties and denies the ability to examine the overlapping interests of the movements.150 The 

contentiousness between sides was at least temporarily resolved in this era of protest. So too, at 

least to some extent, did Snyder, who found support from Native American writers Vine Deloria 

Jr. (Sioux) and Scott Momaday (Kiowa), showing that not all amongst the Native Americans 

viewed his efforts as appropriation.151 Snyder also showed his respect for Native American 

culture in an interview some twenty years after the issues of white shamanism arose, stating, “I 

long ago learned to control my desire to go to certain Indian ceremonies – out of respect for them 

actually. I felt it was better that they happened without me intruding, and that I could enjoy them 

from afar.”152 Snyder also, in reaction to the initial criticism of his work, stated that his vision of 

shamanism was meant not as a “cultural artifact” but as a humanist perspective unaffiliated with 

a specific tribe or religion.153 He adds, though, that it is a credit to native tribes that they could 

keep this going for longer than Europeans, and it is thereby necessary to protect Native American 
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lands and cultures from further encroachment from white men.154 Here is a sign that Snyder was 

not attempting to appropriate Native American culture as critics claimed he had, showing a 

resolution in tensions on this front. Though perhaps not universally accepted by the Native 

American tribes, particularly those of the Pacific Northwest, Gary Snyder remained committed to 

his views of shamanism and valuing of perceived indigenous views of the natural world. 

Today, Snyder continues his environmental advocacy, though his speeches and essays 

that are perhaps not as countercultural as they once were. This has not, however, stopped him 

from publishing other provocative works of poetry, as other compilations, such as Axe Handles 

(1983) and Mountains and Rivers Without End (1996) have appeared more recently. His various 

essays have also been published in collections, such as with A Place in Space (1995), which 

includes earlier, more countercultural writings such as reproductions of “Smokey the Bear Sutra” 

and “Four Changes,” to more recent – and mainstream – essays and lectures. Through all this, 

though, Snyder stands as a major contributor to the American counterculture’s form of 

environmentalism. 

 

Edward Abbey: Monkey Wrenching Desert Anarchist 

“I am not a responsible conservationist, I am a wild preservative. If I knew how to blow 

up Glen Canyon Dam, I’d be out there working on it tonight.”155 This brief segment from 

Edward Abbey’s voluminous correspondence displays much of what the author was about. He 

was a champion of the American western wilderness but was considered too radical to garner full 
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support from mainstream conservationists. An advocate for anarchism and ecological-sabotage – 

“monkey wrenching,” as he coined in his most famous novel – Abbey’s books presented new  

methods to fight for the environment. Despite his proclaimed hate for the hippies’ fake personas 

and inaction and the “feel-good fads” of Eastern religion followed by people like Snyder, his 

work, too, reflected ideas of the American counterculture.156 With his ideas of resisting and 

abolishing the contemporary industrial-technocratic society of his time to protect nature and with 

his handbook for monkey-wrenching in novel form, Abbey’s work showed elements of 

countercultural environmentalism, even if he would deny it. While his anarchistic ideas may be 

more aligned with radical New Left groups, his other ideas of resisting industrial development 

and taking actual action to stop it show his countercultural allegiance. In personal 

communications, his published non-fiction, essays, novels, and stories, Abbey shows himself to 

have adopted tactics and ideas found within the American counterculture. 

Though associated with the American West, Abbey was originally an easterner. Born in 

Indiana, Pennsylvania in 1927, Edward Abbey spent most of his youthful years jumping  

between there and various camps closer to New Jersey with his family.157 It was not until he was 

17 years old when he saw the west for the first time while partaking in a hitch-hiking adventure 

across the country.158 But despite the late start, Abbey fell in love with the desert land  
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Figure 3: Edward Abbey with his shotgun and freshly bagged television, 1986.159 

 

almost instantly, writing of his first experiences later in an essay called “Hallelujah on the Bum”  

(1977) “I felt I was getting close to the West of my deepest imaginings – the place where the 

tangible and the mythical become the same.”160 This infatuation with the desert would become 

one of the defining characteristics of Abbey’s writing, as it would become the setting for nearly 

all of his famous works. Before he became a writer, however, Abbey enlisted to fight in World 

War II, where the beginnings of his anti-authority leanings were sown. 

  Abbey spent two years as a military police officer in Italy during World War II, a 

position that he was not pleased to hold.161 He wryly indicated in one of his journals that his 
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experience as an MP was that he “shot rats, bullied terrified chickens, ordered people around.”162 

He was promoted and subsequently demoted twice before he was honorably discharged in 1947. 

True to showing his anti-authority and civilly disobedient nature, Abbey mailed the discharge 

papers back to the government with the message Return to Sender.163 He would later state on 

book covers of early editions of Desert Solitaire that the military made an anarchist out of 

him.164 Abbey’s distrust of the government was perhaps justified. Following Abbey writing an 

article for the student newspaper at the college he attended about burning draft cards, J. Edgar 

Hoover and the FBI began tracking him and questioning his loyalty to America through much of 

his life.165 Though he did not know of the FBI’s interest in him until later in life, the attention 

seemed to justify Abbey’s anarchist thinking and influenced his more radical thought processes 

on protecting wilderness in the American West. The most influential aspect of Abbey’s life, 

though, must have been his stints working as a park ranger in the national parks of Utah and 

Arizona; an experience crucial to his writings in the later part of his life. 

 Beginning in 1956 and lasting through 1957, Edward Abbey took up work as a park 

ranger at Arches National Monument in Utah, where he took notes on his experiences with 

wilderness, the local people, and the tourists coming into monument.166 Here in these notes were 

some of the first signs of Abbey’s identification with what would become countercultural 

environmentalism, with radical ideas to preserve and maintain wilderness. One such passage was 
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his affirmation that the contemporary government should not be trusted to handle 

environmentalism due to its still increasing emphasis on expansion and development: “On 

wilderness preservation: Don’t rely on the Park Service: all they can think of is more asphalt 

paving, more picnic tables, more garbage cans, more shithouses, more electric lights, more 

Kleenex dispensers. Those bastards are scared to death of congressmen, who in turn are 

representatives of and often identical with local chambers of commerce.”167 He also suggests a 

ban – or strong regulation – on tourism into national parks, commenting on how that 

development for the sake of vacationers is destroying the parks’ natural beauties. In his journal, 

he posed a dictum on that regard: “NO AUTOMOBILES IN NATIONAL PARKS. Let’s make 

them parks and not parking lots. FOR HUMAN BEINGS ONLY. God Bless America. Let’s 

Save Some of It!”168 Some of this seemed in line with the contemporary mainstream rhetoric of 

protecting wilderness areas. But, the radical aspects of it, with anti-government, anti-

development, and anti-technology stances presented in his journals connect with similar ideas 

found within countercultural environmentalism. While the journals themselves were not 

published until after Abbey’s death in 1989, they provided the groundwork for the book that 

made him famous: Desert Solitaire. 

Desert Solitaire was a work ten years in the making; first published in 1968, it aligned 

neatly with the peak of the American counterculture movement. The book, as literary scholar 

James A. Papa, Jr. remarks, displays themes found throughout Abbey’s body of work, including 

the intrinsic value of nature and the “environmental, social, and spiritual damage wrought by 
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blind faith in technological advancement and capitalist consumption.”169 The various semi-

autobiographical essays found within document Abbey’s concern with the destruction of his 

beloved desert spaces. This is most evident with the chapter “Polemic: Industrial Tourism and 

the National Parks,” an elaboration and expansion on his dictum for banning automobiles found 

in his journals. Throughout the chapter, Abbey outlines the slow “progress” of development 

occurring in national parks for the sake of tourism, from the arrival of a survey crew telling him 

about the “master plan” to construct paved roads through Arches National Monument,170 to 

several examples of the Park Service doing this to other parks.171 Abbey proposes his own 

designs to help preserve the parks and prevent overdevelopment from occurring, an action which 

scholars have suggested sets him apart from others of the era by posing solutions to the 

industrialization rather than simply complaining about them.172 With the problem of “Industrial 

Tourism” – a big business that includes road developers, hotels, restaurants, and anything related 

to the commercial side of national park visitation – Abbey proposes three steps; 1) ban cars from 

national parks, even if this means they become inaccessible for the children and the elderly, 2) no 

new roads in national parks, and 3) make park rangers actually work as rangers rather than 

glorified ticket handlers.173 What Abbey presents here is fighting against the increasing 

encroachment on the few remaining wild lands in the United States, harkening back to the 

dictum of “God Bless America. Let’s Save Some of It!” While these proposed changes were too 

radical to ever take place, they show that Abbey is ready to provide a call to action to bring about 

change, something prevalent in the American counterculture’s version of environmentalism. 
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Abbey’s calls for change are controversial, but as he suggests to audiences, if the wilderness is to 

be protected, humanity must undertake these radical steps. Abbey suggests as much in other 

chapters. 

While his polemic on Industrial Tourism best articulates his stances on anti-

industrialization, Abbey adds more in other sections of the work. For example, he addresses 

issues of population control in a section on the Navajo tribe, where he notes many of their ills 

stem from being stuck on reservation land with significantly larger populations than in historic 

times. The solution, in his mind, is birth control to curtail the tribe’s size.174 This suggestion of 

reigning in population sizes puts him in line with the counterculture, where such works as Paul 

Ehrlich’s The Population Bomb (1968) that had suggested a similar remedy had become popular. 

Abbey himself would eventually arrive at even more radical stances on this issue, later writing 

about his belief that immigration from Mexico should be outlawed entirely.175 Perhaps even 

more radical is a claim made by Abbey in the chapter “The Heat of Noon,” in which he describes 

the political need for wilderness. The main need for wilderness and the deserts, he says, is to 

resist industrialized, totalitarian governments. Abbey writes,  

The wilderness should be preserved for political reasons. We may need it someday not 

only as a refuge from excessive industrialism but also as a refuge from authoritarian 

government, from political oppression. Grand Canyon, Big Bend, Yellowstone and the 

High Sierras may be required to function as bases for guerrilla warfare against tyranny. 

What reason have we Americans to think that our own society will necessarily escape the 

world-wide drift toward the totalitarian organization of men and institutions?176 

 

That the parks could be used to fight the government places Abbey is countercultural ground. 

While violence would be untenable for many the American counterculture, resisting the 

mainstream system to this extent would have appealed to countercultural – and New Left – 
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radicals. It was a suggestion that the people could and should take back the land from 

governmental powers and allow the wilderness to live. In an age where more and more people 

hoped to break away from mainstream established societal systems, Abbey’s presentation of the 

national parks as a staging ground for revolution drew attention from counterculture participants. 

Unfortunately for Abbey, by the time Desert Solitaire was published, the development he had 

feared had reached its way into Arches, which now served more as a glorified campground than 

a refuge for desert wilderness.177 Abbey acknowledges as much in the introduction to Desert 

Solitaire, warning readers not to bother driving out to canyon country for most anything that was 

worth seeing is gone now.178 But Abbey, knowing that attempts at development were likely 

inevitable, displayed another way of resisting development that would become his defining 

mark: his advocation of eco-sabotage. 

Abbey is often presented as being a neo-Luddite, a group of environmentalists adverse to 

the increasing role of technology in American wilderness areas.179 For the desert anarchist, 

though, this ranges from the construction of roads through parks through the ecologically 

transformative construction of dams. Abbey held thoughts of performing eco-sabotage to prevent 

or destroy these man-made technologies that defiled his beloved national parks. Even in his early 

journals, he indicates this. On a rafting trip down the Colorado River in Utah – undertaken to 

experience Glen Canyon before it was dammed off – Abbey fantasied about destroying it: 

How much dynamite, we wondered aloud to each other, would be needed to destroy the 

dam? How delightful and just, we imagined, to have our dynamite so integrated into the 

dam’s wiring system, that when the president of the secretary of the interior and the Four 

Corners’ governors, together with their swarms of underlings, the press and hordes of 

tourists had all assembled for the Grand Opening, it would be the white pudgy finger of 

the biggest big-shot, pressing the little black button on the be-flagged switchboard, that 
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would blow to hell and smithereens the official himself, his guests, the tourists, the bridge 

and the Glen Canyon Dam. A sad and hopeless fantasy….180 

 

As early as 1959, Abbey expressed his fantasy of blowing up a dam to preserve the environment. 

It was radical, but it presented an idea that humanity can and should do something rather than 

petition for changes to the same government entities responsible for the problem in the first 

place. This sentiment appears again in Desert Solitaire in the “Down the River” chapter, where 

he inserts his previous entry from his journal, with slightly more embellishment, stating that the 

button-press by the president will cause “the loveliest explosion ever seen by man” and create 

new rapids on the Colorado – naturally named for then-chief of the Reclamation Bureau Floyd E. 

Dominy, who proposed damming Glen Canyon to begin with.181 The ideas here, as many 

scholars have remarked, were early signs of what would appear in more famous novels such as 

The Monkey Wrench Gang.182 But aside from this, Abbey also presents less extreme methods of 

eco-sabotage. For example, recounts in his story about the visit from a surveying crew that once 

they left for the night, he removed surveying sticks and cut their marker ribbons to impede the 

progress of unnecessary road development.183 While his advocation for eco-sabotage was present 

here, it was truly revealed with his most famous novel a few years later, The Monkey Wrench 

Gang. 

 The Monkey Wrench Gang, initially published in 1975, was influential to those becoming 

disillusioned by attempts at protecting the environment through the court system. Dave Foreman 

and his group Earth First! took inspiration from The Monkey Wrench Gang, adopting “monkey 

wrenching” tactics and, as one of their first targets, protesting at Glen  
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Figure 4: The book cover for the first edition of The Monkey Wrench Gang.184 

 

Canyon Dam in the early 1980s, the same dam that had drawn the ire of Abbey and others.185 

The novel, the story of a quartet of eco-saboteurs, was the popular pinnacle of Abbey’s 

environmental – and countercultural – ideas. The actions of obstructing the spread of industrial 

development are expanded upon throughout the work. While removing surveying stakes 

appeared again in the novel, Abbey takes the action of disrupting road development further, with 

his characters sabotaging the construction equipment itself by putting sand in the oil and pouring 

Karo syrup in the bulldozers’ fuel tanks.186 Abbey also advocates for the destruction of roadside 

billboards,187 disposing of tools at an oil rig down a nearby hole,188 and attempting to rile up the 

pro-development locals in Utah. The work is semi-autobiographical, especially in the character 
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Hayduke, a war veteran who is an anti-government and anti-development agitator, much in the 

same vein as Abbey himself. The gang also realizes Abbey’s dream of blowing up a major 

bridge. While not quite the accomplishment of blowing up Glen Canyon Dam, it brings the 

satisfaction of disrupting coal mining operations by removing their train, their transportation 

bridge, and several power lines.189 With The Monkey Wrench Gang, though a fictional story, 

Abbey provides a guide on how to commit civil disobedience in the environment's protection 

instead of relying on mainstream means of doing so. To a certain extent, as Roderick Frazier 

Nash contends, the work is an indicator that Abbey subscribed to the Deep Ecological – and 

Gary Snyder-esque – concepts that nature should have rights; in this case, protected through the 

monkey wrenching activities.190 Further, Earth First! founder Dave Foreman notes that the work 

created a “warrior mystique for Earth defenders” and presented an image that environmentalists 

were not weaklings, something that encouraged the formation of the Earth First! group.191 The 

relationship was further cemented when Earth First! released their field guide Ecodefense, with 

Abbey asked to write the introduction.192 With this, Edward Abbey’s call to action through his 

advocation of monkey wrenching not only was influential but also helped to spread his reflection 

of Countercultural Environmental throughout the postwar environmental era. Here, Abbey 

becomes a guide, shaping how environmentalism in its radical forms could be undertaken in 

pursuit of protecting wilderness. “Monkey wrenching” became more than a call to action, but an 

entire direction toward radical environmental efforts. The countercultural environmentalism 

Abbey espoused resulted in a lasting impact on environmental thought, showing the permanence 

of this variety of ecological idea. 
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 To go along with his eco-sabotage, Abbey stood by a belief that the actions should never 

be against other humans, aligning him with non-violent practices of the Sixties era. He indicated 

as much in a private interview with Jack Loeffler in the early 1980s regarding the difference 

between “sabotage” and “terrorism,” stating, 

The distinction is quite clear and simple. Sabotage is an act of force or violence against 

material objects, machinery, in which life is not endangered, or should not be. Terrorism, 

on the other hand, is violence against living things – human beings and other living 

things. That kind of terrorism is generally practiced by governments against their own 

peoples. Our government committed great acts of terrorism against the people of 

Vietnam. That’s what terrorism means: violence and threats of violence against human 

beings and other forms of life, which is radically different from sabotage, a much more 

limited form of conflict. I’d go so far to say that a bulldozer tearing up a hillside, ripping 

out trees for a logging operation or a strip mine, is committing terrorism – violence 

against life.193  

 

He reiterates this thought in a later letter to the editor of Environmental Ethics, noting how the 

characters of The Monkey Wrench Gang never involve themselves in terrorism, only industrial 

sabotage.194 Abbey lines up with the American counterculture’s views on environmentalism even 

more. He is careful to ensure that humans are not hurt in his call to action, even if some violence 

is exerted towards the equipment used to destroy the environment. Avoiding harming life puts 

him in place with more of the non-violent movements – Countercultural or not – of the Sixties 

era. The reflection of this form of environmentalism is certainly seen with his most prominent 

works of Desert Solitaire and The Monkey Wrench Gang.  

Abbey continued to produce literature in this vein for the rest of his life. His works 

included Good News (1980), which harkened back to his idea of the wilderness as a staging 

ground for revolution, as the plot revolves around a post-apocalyptic world where the former 
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national parks are safe havens from the new tyrannical government, and Hayduke Lives! (1990), 

a sequel to The Monkey Wrench Gang that focuses on the continuing exploits of the eponymous 

character George Washington Hayduke. However, Abbey’s writing career did not continue for 

much longer, as he died in 1989, leaving behind the epitaph “no comment.”195 In a move fitting 

for the man so much against the government, his request was to be wrapped in a sleeping bag 

and buried – illegally on federal land – in the desert of Arizona.196 While now thirty years 

removed from his death, Abbey’s ecological legacy and the impact of his work lives on. And 

though he detested the hippies of the American counterculture, the advocacy for and love of 

nature that he displayed within his works shows that he, perhaps reluctantly, was in tune with 

countercultural methods of environmentalism. His work, like that of Snyder, proves that in 

literary forms, countercultural environmentalism worked its way into the minds of receptive 

authors. 

 

Conclusion: The New Environmentalism’s Radical Literary Influencers 

 While different in their approaches to addressing the natural world, both Gary Snyder and 

Edward Abbey reflect the predominant counterculture environmentalist thought and formed their 

own countercultural environmental themes in their works. Snyder showed attempts to educate 

readers on how nature deserves the same rights as humankind, while simultaneously developing 

shamanistic views based on ancient Eastern traditions and deep understandings of land that 

became a defining aspect of the counterculture’s back-to-the-land movement. Abbey, though not 

enmeshed in the counterculture proper, showed counterculture environmentalist rhetoric still 

through his resistance increasing industrialization and unchecked growth of technology and 
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through his consistent calls to action to save national parks and halt further land development. 

Through their works, poetic or prose, these authors demonstrate that the influence 

countercultural environmentalism was apparent within their literary art forms. Though the two 

authors explored in this chapter differ greatly, that difference evidences the reach that 

countercultural environmentalism had across the spectrum of American literature of the 1960s 

and 70s and beyond. 

 Beyond the works of Snyder and Abbey, there are other avenues to be explored for 

evidence of this influence. Its appearance in combination with countercultural feminist 

perspectives is one such fruitful route. Authors such as Starhawk and Margot Adler were 

proponents of ecofeminism, a method that saw women find identity with their relationship to the 

earth, and impulse that took elements from countercultural environmentalism. Both women were 

practitioners of Wicca and paganism that became the basis for “New Age” spirituality of the 

1980s and 90s. Starhawk is most noted for her work The Spiral Dance (1979), in which she 

advocates for a revival of witchcraft to break away from patriarchal-oppressive society. Among 

this is a similar deep respect for nature akin to Snyder’s Deep Ecological visions; contemporary 

patriarchal society and religion has placed God outside of nature to justify environmental 

exploitation, while her witchcraft and model of “The Goddess” advocates harmony with nature 

so that all may thrive.197 She adds further by stating “Love for life in all its forms is the basic 

ethic of Witchcraft. Witches are bound to honor and respect all living things, and to serve the life 

force. While the Craft recognizes that life feeds on life and that we must kill in order to survive, 

life is never taken needlessly, never squandered or wasted.”198 The pagan religion Starhawk 
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endorses appears to advocate the same “Deep Ecological” concepts found throughout the works 

of Gary Snyder and others showing a countercultural environmental influence. Margot Adler 

also indicates countercultural environmentalism’s presence in eco-feminist paganism within her 

book Drawing Down the Moon, though it arrives in different forms than that presented by 

Starhawk. Also published in 1979, Drawing Down the Moon contains an entire chapter on 

“Living on the Earth,” where Adler calls out the fact that this pagan religion meant to be devoted 

to Mother Earth is practiced primarily by urban and suburban apartment dwellers.199 But her 

studies into the presence of ecology in witchcraft found a lack of “back-to-the-land” living. 

While they claimed a “friendly relationship with the universe,” many indicated that 

contemporary paganism was not willing to go “back to a mud hovel” or return to “sixth-century 

Wales” as a back-to-the-land perspective might propose.200 Instead was an allegiance closer to 

what The Whole Earth Catalog followed of embracing technology, so long as it does not destroy 

the Earth.201 While not the same stereotypical view of countercultural environmentalism, this 

version of it is clear within Adler’s work on the subject of Wicca and eco-feminism. Others not 

aligned with paganist eco-feminism also took to countercultural environmental themes, such as 

Alicia Bay Laurel, whose Living on the Earth (1970) served as another guide to “off the grid” 

living. What is certain, though, is that countercultural environmentalism is present and reflected 

within influential literary forms with the Sixties era. Apparent were influential themes from 

back-to-the-land “re-inhabitation” in some cases and anti-technology and action directed in 

others. Both are at the same time a reflection of previously formed ideas on the counterculture’s 

environmentalism and new thoughts molding this brand of environmentalism in new ways. Here 
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were departures from scientifically oriented mainstream publications with changes to calls for 

wholesale societal changes to advance environmentalism. Though the more scientific 

mainstream works such as Silent Spring garnered more attention, there is no denying that the 

influence of countercultural environmentalism on the works of Snyder and Abbey, as well as 

their subsequent impact on the culture, marked a profound effect on the literary art form.  
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Artists in the Land: Land Art sculpture and Countercultural Environmentalism 

 

 The 1960s and 70s saw the rise of the Land Art movement in the United States, where 

participants moved their artworks outside of the traditional museum or gallery and instead 

venture into nature and make their artwork part of the land.202 Artists such as Robert Smithson, 

Michael Heizer, and Walter de Maria ventured out into remote areas and constructed sculptures 

on a grand scale using almost only materials found in nature. With works such as Smithson’s 

Spiral Jetty appearing in the United States, the Land Art movement gained traction to become 

one of the most well-known art movements of the Sixties. Exhibitions of Land Art appeared 

across the country, perhaps most notably at the Virginia Dwan Gallery where the Earthworks 

exhibit in 1968 happened.203  As Suzaan Boettger suggests in her work Earthworks: Art and the 

Landscape of the Sixties, the movement constituted a manifestation of countercultural ideas of 

parting with established norms and charting new paths for the genre.204 Artworks of grandiose 

scale made it so that the only way to exhibit in gallery halls was through the use of photography, 

resisting traditional gallery-centric exhibitions and shifting away from the standard media of 

sculpted art.205  Further, many artists intended their works to be more than just art, but an 

experience meant to draw its audience into its grand messages created through the reshaping of 

 
202 There is no consensus on the name of the movement. Often, the terms Land Art, Earth Art, ecological art, and 

Earthworks are used interchangeably, though a more nuanced view shows that there are slight differences between 

them in practice. Some would contend that this activity never even truly constituted a movement, rather artists part 

of different artistic using similar natural materials. Gilles A. Tiberghien, Land Art (New York: Princeton 

Architectural Press, 1995), 13. 
203 Tiberghien, Land Art, 40. 
204 Suzaan Boettger, Earthworks: Art and the Landscape of the Sixties (Berkeley: University of California Press, 

2002), 24. 
205 Boettger, Earthworks, 37; Tom Holert, “Land Arts’ Multiple Sites,” in Ends of the Earth: Land Art to 1974, ed. 

Philipp Kaiser and Miwon Kwon (Los Angeles: The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, 2012), 106. 
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the land.206 They fought against contemporary tendencies towards abstraction in painting, instead 

drifting towards minimalism and works that could not be purchased on a whim.207 But much in 

the same vein as the American counterculture movement, the Land Art movement was full of 

contradictions, chief among the necessity to find wealthy sponsors to fund the construction of 

artwork, sitting in stark contrast to the idea that these artists could be independent.208 Perhaps the 

most common argument that critics aligned Land Art with the American counterculture was a 

perceived ecological concern showed by the construction of the artwork.  But yet, despite being a 

genre of art dedicated to using nature and natural materials, the emphasis placed on 

contemporary environmental concerns varied greatly from artist to artist, often bringing into 

question whether this artistic movement had anything to do with environmentalism.  

 The level to which Land Art can be associated with aspects of environmentalism in the 

1960s and 70s – countercultural or not – is debatable and often dependent on the attitudes of the 

individual artist. Ongoing pastoral “back-to-the-land” ideas of the American counterculture and 

the more mainstream cause for wilderness preservation were often linked to the Land Art 

movement, an easy connection to make when Land Art came to prominence at the same time that 

ecological advocation took off.209 Even in such mainstream publications as the New York Times, 

the idea that Land Artists reflected Countercultural pastoralism was argued, with art reviewer 

Grace Glueck commenting on the 1968 Dwan Gallery exhibition:  

A back-to-the-land-scape show is burgeoning at – of all places! – the Dwan Gallery, 

though you can’t exactly call it a revival of the Barbizon School. The medium (and 

message) is Mother Earth herself – furrowed and burrowed, heaped and piled, mounded 
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and rounded and trenched. Called “Earthworks,” the show boasts projects by nine artists 

who reveal their geophilia in photos, models and actual chunks of ground.210 

 

In reality, the “geophilia” of Land Artists varied and has led to distinctions of  “invasive” and 

“non-invasive” within the artistic genre.211 Those within the “invasive” category were known to 

heavily alter the landscape, often showing little concern for its effect on the surrounding 

environment. Robert Smithson, perhaps the most famous of all of the Land Artists of this era, 

was particularly known for his invasive practices. With his piece Spiral Jetty, he employed the 

use of numerous bulldozers to scrape land from the shore of the Great Salt    

Lake into the water to construct his art. In Asphalt Rundown, Smithson poured asphalt down the 

side of a hill, while in another piece, he intended to drop broken glass on an island near 

Vancouver, Canada, but was stopped by environmental advocates fearful of the harm he might 

cause to local bird populations.212  Michael Heizer, too, seemed to show little actual concern for 

the environment in the construction of his work, as he used explosives and pneumatic drills to 

construct his monumental pieces such as his Double-Negative.213 Smithson even criticized the 

countercultural pastoral environmental idea, commenting that the use of the picture of Earth on 

the cover of the Whole Earth Catalog – perhaps the most famous publication of the American 

counterculture’s environmentalism – promoted a naïve notion of nature being a “peaceful entity 

worthy of protection.”214 On the other side of the divide are those whose artwork is “non-

invasive,” with the artists attempting to work with nature and avoid imposing the man-made on 
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the natural world. It is within this group of Land Artists that one finds those with actual concern 

for the environment and reflections of the countercultural strain of environmentalism. 

 The “non-intrusive” approach to land art saw an opposite approach to the destructive 

nature of artists like Smithson, the artists on this side of the divide paid much more respect to the 

land as they found it and attempted to make as few alterations to it as they could. Often these 

works were much more subtle than their invasive counterparts and were more in tune with the 

environment around them. Some artists, such as British artist Hamish Fulton, idealized the 

landscape and nature, often present unaltered “virgin” scenes as the artwork.215 Other views of 

Land Art looked to explore the interrelationship between humans and nature and how one 

affected the other; as Ben Tufnell suggests, an artistic manifestation of humankind’s complex 

relationship with landscape in the twentieth century.216 For instance, one of the earlier works 

from this genre, A Line Made by Walking by Richard Long, explores how even the simple act of 

walking can impact the surrounding environment. In it, Long creates a small line by walking 

back and forth over the same spot for an extended period of time.217 In this context of allowing 

nature to exist undisturbed, ideas of environmentalism and ecology in line with that found within 

the American counterculture manifested themselves with a select group of Land Artists 

committed to non-intrusive approaches.  

 American countercultural ideas of environmentalism were reflected in the works of a 

group of Land Artists that appeared in the early 1970s whose approach towards nature was so 

subtle that it was often difficult to tell where art began and nature ended. Art critic Michael 

Auping wrote of these artists “Their actions are more a matter of pointing than manipulating–
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using their works to magnify the beauty and process of nature with little or no imposition of the 

man-made. When there is a large-scale manipulation of land […] it is for the purpose of 

reclaiming for nature what urban sprawl has taken away.”218 Instead of just making art in the 

landscape, these Land Artists attempted to use their art to affect change, with ideas of educating 

audiences on the relationships between human and nature and the fragility of the environment 

itself, and in other cases, taking direct action by bring the natural world back into the 

industrialized urban centers. The couple Helen and Newton Harrison exemplified this, where 

many of their works used actual ecological research as they created land art pieces as social 

criticism.219 The duo were so steeped in scientific and ecological research in their projects 

involving animal life cycles they received a Sea Grant from the Institute of Marine Resources to 

create a project on crabs from Sri Lanka.220 But while the Harrisons’ projects ventured well 

beyond the contemporary boundaries of the art world, other artists conveyed the environmental 

message through more conventional artistic means. Chief among those in the United States are 

two artists from New York: Michael Singer and Alan Sonfist.  

   While earlier land artists derided both the idea of the going back to the land and the 

pastoral, Michael Singer and Alan Sonfist chose instead to follow that route by bringing nature 

back to the man-made. While their individual methods differed on how to do this, both 

demonstrated a much greater concern for nature and sought to be in touch with the environment 

around their artwork and to know the history of the land they worked with. In this, these two 

artists did not make art for the sake of art but promoted ideas of environmental sustainability that 
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echoed the environmentalism rising within the American counterculture. With Michael Singer, 

this manifested in building artworks outside of the man-made world and attempting to leave as 

little sign of his imposition as possible. While building in remote areas was commonplace among 

Land Artists, Singer attempted to learn about the area’s environment before constructing his art, 

unlike the earlier artists who created their ideas regardless of the surrounding ecology, to where 

art yields to nature entirely. Sonfist took a different approach to this, attempting to bring the 

natural back into urban centers as public monuments. In doing so, Sonfist tried to bring nature 

back into the thoughts of the American public by attempting to educate the public through his 

actions and messages he created in his artwork. With both these approaches, these artists reflect 

and help shape countercultural ideas of environmentalism through their concerns with site-

specificity, their attempts to inform audiences on the environment, and through direct actions to 

bring the natural world to the public. Singer acts more to showcase and reflect the 

countercultural environmentalist ideas, taking a more passive stance with his remote artworks 

and letting the message be disseminated to those few who come across it. Sonfist, on the other 

hand, attempts to shape thoughts on the environment by bringing his artwork into city centers to 

confront existing currents and taking the spotlight with highly visible pieces. In these methods, 

the artists reflected these countercultural thoughts on environmentalism throughout their artwork 

in the 1960s and 70s and the modern artworks that they continue to make today.  

 

Michael Singer: Natural Art in Natural Settings  

Michael Singer, an artist born and raised in Brooklyn, New York, was late arriving on the 

scene of Land Art. Indeed, Singer only began displaying artworks in the 1970s, at which point 

Earth Art movement was already in its later years. Through the later Sixties, Singer studied at 
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Figure 5: Michael Singer working on his Glade Ritual Series, ca. 1975.221 

 

Cornell University, where his ideas what sculpture could be and represent along with his ideas 

about how found objects could be art were inspired by working with such artists as Allan 

Kapprow, Joseph Cornell, and Marcel Duchamp.222  One of the main ideas that he developed was 

that of balance, which was present even in his earliest pre-Land Art works. At the 1971 

Theodoron Awards, for which Singer was one of ten artists honored for his work Balance XXIV, 

the curators championed his creative use of balance in his sculpture, particularly the ability for 

movement to occur due its delicate nature. The curators noted that this allowed for the 

involvement of the audience, writing “The act of motion within a single piece necessitates the 
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presence of a participant–a deliberate confrontation, or a mere chance situation in which the 

piece is touched accidentally, for example, by the wind. Although the weight is evenly 

distributed, any overly forceful action can threaten the controlled state of equilibrium.”223 The 

intentional delicacy of his artwork forced different perspectives depending on the surrounding 

conditions of the artwork. This idea of shifting balances would stay as Singer began to develop 

works in the environment as he progressed. As Singer moved beyond New York, he began to 

find inspiration in the natural world to apply his interest in balance. 

 In the later part of 1971, Singer moved away from the New York City art scene and 

moved to the rural area of Wilmington, Vermont.224 It was here that Singer began his creation of 

Land Art works in the forests and bogs of upper New England. Singer found that the wooded 

environment around him forced him to change his view of sculpture, as the open terrain of 

Vermont forced him to move away from his previous urban, studio-minded approaches. In an 

interview with Diane Waldman in 1984, he commented on this transitionary period:  

I found myself making changes and then looking at the work through a camera. It dawned 

on me that I needed the camera to re-create the framework of the walls of my city studio 

and that I was being strongly influenced by the urban vision and experience that I had just 

left. 

It was an important lesson for me to realize that in this different natural environment 

vision isn’t blocked, there are no grids. In the pastoral and wooded landscape of 

Vermont, vistas open to valleys and mountains, and it’s the atmosphere that veils and 

reveals the hills over great distances. It was the natural environment that I wanted to 

understand.225 

 

Singer’s acclimatization to the area involved taking walks through the Vermont forests, taking in 

the natural processes that occurred there. With this came the inspiration for his earliest Land Art 
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Figure 6. Singer’s Situation Balance Series I, 1971.226 

 

 

works, entitled Situation Balances.227 These artworks also reflect the earliest iterations of 

Singer’s environmental thinking. The pieces were constructed by using wind-felled logs found 

during his nature walks and rearranging them so that the logs balanced upon each other.228 

These works, though seen by few people other than himself, emphasized the delicate relationship 

between the natural world and humanity, where any small influence from humans or the man-

made could cause the artwork to fall apart. Further, his use of trees as his material meant that his 

own imposition on the land would be erased after a few years, as natural decomposition would 

allow nature to reclaim the artwork. With this, Singer began his creation of environmental works 

that would expand as the 1970s progressed. Within a few years, Singer spread his Situation 

Balance Series works into other areas, such as in the saltwater marshes of Long Island and in the 

Everglades of Florida.229  
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 These early works offer some nascent reflections of the countercultural ideas of 

environmentalism in the aspects of site-specificity. The concept of being site-specific involves 

being highly familiar with the surrounding environment – both flora and fauna – before 

beginning to create and develop whatever man-made creation is desired to be there. This view of 

environmentalism was championed by poet Gary Snyder, who took it to its extreme by 

advocating for “re-inhabitation” and applying ancient traditions of living with nature to modern 

society.230 While Michael Singer never took it this far, becoming familiar with the area around 

his proposed artworks was clear from even these first Land Art pieces. The “long walks in the 

woods” that he took adjusting to the landscape of Vermont served as his way of becoming 

familiar with the space that he would work in. Singer referred to this process as finding 

“situations” which could be transformed into his subtle artworks.231 In doing so, Singer ensured 

that he would be at complete understanding with the exact materials and landscapes that he was 

about to work with, ensuring that he would make as minimal impact on the Earth as possible. 

And by using materials found within the area that he was working, he also provided an artwork 

that looked like it naturally belonged, further reducing any man-made imposition onto the 

Vermont environment. While the artwork was remote and seldom seen by the average member 

of the American public, through this attention and methodology that Singer incorporated, he 

suggested that Land Art could and should be in tune with the environment and that it is necessary 

to understand the surrounding landscape before imposing the human on the world. These ideas 
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would continue as Singer’s work expanded in the mid-1970s as he developed his most famous 

series of works, The Ritual Series.  

 By 1975, Singer was contemplating the question of what, exactly, was the role of humans 

in nature, a question that he hoped to answer within his artwork. He found the solutions proposed 

by Land Artists before him were lacking, stating, “Their answers were disturbing to me – that the 

human role of an artist in the environment was to manipulate it. I believe that this manipulation 

actually created damage to the environments they worked in.”232 The destructive measures 

employed by the more famous Land Artists of the late Sixties seemed too insensitive to 

environmental concerns to someone who had learned about the land before undertaking his 

artistic ideas. Instead, Singer found that he could discover the role of the artist in the 

environmental landscape by looking at his own processes and “rituals” in going about his work 

and understanding place, much in the same way he had already started with the building of his 

Situation Balances.233 The Ritual Series artworks became a manifestation of this. These pieces 

show a deep understanding of place that few other Land Artists could claim to have. Some 

contemporary reviewers went so far to claim that these pieces displayed a mystic, primitive 

aspect, including a sense that some spaces have a unique power in relationship to humanity.234 

Beginning with his Lily Pond Ritual Series piece, Singer seems to reflect the constantly shifting 

ritual between humans and nature. The piece, built in Harriman State Park in New York, was 

crafted from reeds, bamboo, and jute rope and made to appear to “hover” above a pond within 

the park. However, it was crafted in such a way so that its appearance and balance could shift 

depending on different conditions at any point in the day, making it seem to blend into the 
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surrounding environment.235 Even environmental changes as subtle as cloud cover and wind 

direction affected how the work appears at any given time. The work seems a “ritual” between 

the person observing the art and nature’s impact on how it is perceived. By connecting to the 

“primitive” aspects of nature with his artwork, Singer aligns himself with site-specific ideas of 

environmentalism present in the countercultural view of environmentalism, particularly the 

views of the poet Gary Snyder, the undisputed leader of back-to-the-landers. 

With the appearance of balance and “ritual” in Singer’s Land Art pieces, contemporary 

reviewers commented on what seemed to be a reflection of both Zen and “primitive” ideas, an 

aspect that had not been uncommon within counterculture modes of thinking on the environment. 

Gary Snyder, as mentioned in the previous chapter on literary figures, had studied Zen and had 

suggested that it would provide the impetus for a coming cultural – and environmental – 

revolution in western culture, a way of thinking that appealed to the American counterculture.236 

Snyder’s concept of re-inhabitation also advocated a deep familiarity of land. His audiences 

understood Singer’s work to reflect a similar view of landscape. A review of Singer’s work in an 

exhibition in 1976 commented: 

The title of these works – “Ritual Series” – reinforce the sense of reverence that pervades 

them. They bring to mind the awe of primitive peoples for natural phenomena, the 

association, often religious or anthropomorphic, which they attach to specific objects or 

location, and the sway which natural forces hold over them. Singer accepts nature, 

drawing attention to the subtleties of its processes without presuming to restructure or 

estheticize it.237 
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Other Artforum reviewers agreed with this, such as Margaret Sheffield, who noted the influence 

of eastern religion and ideas clear in the Ritual Series artworks.238 These concepts of ritual and 

“primitiveness” can be seen in the early works of the Ritual Series like the Lily Pond Ritual 

Series. By using materials native to the environment he is working with, Singer connects to the 

natural world with a deep familiarity of place. Further, his highlighting of natural phenomena 

and the effect it has on the artwork deepens this “primitive” understanding of place, as it shows 

how much Singer needed to be in touch with his natural “studio” to allow this effect to be created 

perfectly.  

 Later works in the Ritual Series only deepened Singer’s site-specific approach to his 

construction of Land Art. Noteworthy in this regard was his Glades Ritual Series, created in the 

Everglades of Florida. As part of his process of familiarizing himself with his site in the 

Everglades National Park, Singer chose to live in the Everglades in an isolated area to better 

conduct his “research.”239 He elaborated on this further in a later interview, suggesting that he 

saw his everyday work in the studio and in the environment just another aspect of the ritual that 

resulted in a piece of art.240 Once again, Singer produced this similar process to re-inhabitation in 

his attempts to produce artworks in harmony with nature. And again, as the title suggests, Singer 

indicates his penchant for ritual, writing in his personal notes on the Glades Ritual Series: 

I built a structure using materials indigenous to the area. It was to become the symbol for 

a ritual. The ritual took place throughout the day at different moments – once when the 

structure seemed to catch the low clouds as they passed through it; once when the light 

silhouetted the piece against the pineland forest illuminating it intensely for a moment; 

and again when the full moon on the eastern horizon coincided with the setting sun, 

causing the piece to shine with the color of the reflected light. The piece provided the 

apparatus for the rituals of any given day to take place.241 
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Here, once again, Singer reflects a knowledge and understanding of the land similar to the re-

inhabitation ideas presented in the American counterculture. Once again, Singer highlights the 

rituals occurring both in the land and between humans and nature with his creations in the 

Florida landscape. Much in the same fashion as Lily Pond Ritual Series, Singer’s works here also 

appear to shift with the changing weather and environmental conditions, again reflecting the site. 

This theme would remain in place through the early 1980s with more and more Ritual Series 

artworks until he eventually began to shift to more publicly oriented works. This was not the 

only theme that appeared that reflected countercultural forms of environmentalism. 

 Coinciding with Singer’s theme of ritual in his artwork is the invitation and a seemingly  

 

Figure 7: Singer’s Glades Ritual Series IV, 1975.242 
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separate ritual he invites the audience to participate in. In one sense, Singer’s remoteness 

suggests his desire for the work to have the human element removed, an aspect he suggests  

reflects a shame in how industrial society has destroyed the natural world.243 The remoteness of 

both the Situation Balances and Ritual Series artworks forced any potential viewers to embark on 

a trek to get there, in a way forcing them to become part of the ritual of the artwork in their own 

way. Michael Auping suggests it to be an emphasis on “approach,” where the trek to reach the 

artwork is as important as the artwork itself.244 In this way, it forces the viewer to examine and 

appreciate the varied environments that they travel through in route to the actual Land Art, an 

aspect that enforces the environmental views of the artist. Ben Forgey, for instance, who 

reviewed Singer’s Sangan Ritual Series at the Chesapeake Bay Center for Environmental Studies 

for the Smithsonian, the path to the artwork involved going a few miles down unpaved roads 

before taking to boat and paddling downriver through areas with hundreds of cattails and 

“Spartina grass” before finally arriving at the destination.245 A similar trek was necessary to 

reach the First Gate Ritual Series 4/79 artwork near Dayton, Ohio, where the reviewer there 

described needing to travel through muddy swamps and follow a creek to find the actual art 

piece.246 In forcing the audience to make this trip, Singer incorporates them into yet another part 

of the ritual of place. Viewers are forced to take in the environment that Singer has familiarized 

himself with and, perhaps, understand it in the same way as the artist.  

 Even when exhibited in indoor locations, Singer invokes the same reactions among 

audiences. Such is the case with a 1977 exhibition at the Neuberger Museum in New York, 
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where he exhibited one of his Land Art sculptures.247 Even when removed from the natural 

elements that defined much of his work during this period, Singer still invites the viewer to 

become a part of the ritual. David L. Shirey, reviewing the piece for the New York Times, 

commented upon this, stating that the viewer needs to constantly be moving to take in the full 

perspective and meaning of the artwork and that it forces the audience to adapt to become 

comfortable with this structure of bamboo and reeds placed in a studio setting.248 Though 

perhaps not as effective as pieces constructed in natural settings, Shirey admires the sense of 

movement in the bamboo that captures the attention of the viewer.249 Another view came from 

John Russell reviewing Singer’s work at an exhibition at the Sperone Westwater Fischer 

Museum. At first glance, the one sculpture that Singer brought seems unimpressive until one 

delves deeper and understands the methods he used. Russell explains “But when we are face to 

face with the sense of balance, the nice choice of materials…the feeling of leafless envelopment 

and the merciful unaggressiveness of the piece as a whole, then we may well think quite highly 

of Mr. Singer.”250 Even though the materials for his artwork had been transferred into the 

traditional gallery space, Singer’s pieces still confronted audiences with the processes of the 

natural world. This is especially important given the relative inaccessibility of his works 

constructed in their intended environmental settings. By recreating the impacts of the natural 

world in the gallery, Singer is able to bring his message and incorporate a larger audience into 

the ritual of his artwork than would be ordinarily the case. 
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 Equally as important in Singer’s work that reflected countercultural environmentalism 

was an aspect of “yielding” to nature in his artwork; allowing the natural world to take 

precedence over the actual piece. For some with countercultural ideas of environmentalism, 

increased industrialization and the rise of a technology-oriented “technocracy” during the 1950s 

and 60s were needed to be destroyed to craft both a better, decentralized society and a more 

stable and healthier environment.251 Theodore Roszak, one of the first to analyze the 

counterculture, suggested that a continued reliance on technocracy would permit a culture in 

America that would “continue to deal with our natural environment as lovingly, as reverently as 

a butcher deals with the carcass of a dead beast.”252 While others in the counterculture began to 

embrace this technologically based society and form their own “alternative technology” to 

support their own ideas of environmentalism, such as the case of the writers of the Whole Earth 

Catalog, the more “stereotypical” route seemed to follow the more pastoral, anti-technocracy 

route.253 It is this brand of countercultural environmentalism that seems to appear with Michael 

Singer’s Land Art constructions, as allowing nature full control over the piece seems to be one of 

the themes of his artworks of the 1970s and early 1980s. His pieces allow for nature to be in 

complete control, as opposed to shaping nature to fit his own message. They symbolize a respect 

for the natural world, that humans should not tread over nature, but to co-exist with it. This is the 

essence of Singer’s concept of “yielding” within his artworks. 

 The most obvious pieces to examine for this aspect of “yielding” once again come from 

Singer’s Ritual Series. The yielding process is again tied to Singer’s process of ritual, as giving 
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in to nature allows for understanding the environment to occur. Contemporary reviewer Margaret 

Sheffield commented in Artforum, 

Instead of creating forms with weight and volume, or like American earth artists of the 

1960s, bulldozing vast tracts of land, Singer’s elegant and light structures paradoxically 

make artistic use of the environment by yielding to natural forces. The important themes 

of his work – suspension, ‘giving in,’ the balance of tension and comprehension – are 

derived less from art historical precedents than from daily renewed contact with the 

outdoors, using materials indigenous to a particular place. Singer gives the viewer an 

epiphany of the natural world, an experience only total immersion in an area of engaged 

vision can create.254 

 

According to Sheffield, the act of giving in to nature and allowing it to dominate the artwork 

allows for the ritual aspect of Singer’s work to come through. This again goes back to the 

explorative “research” Singer conducted prior to starting his work, which gave him the 

understanding to allow him to create his pieces in such a way that they seemed to blend in with 

the surrounding area.255 John Russell’s review added to this; “He works slowly…and he allows 

nature her full share in them. Nature’s sticks and stone, nature’s bamboos and grasses, are 

recruited but not violated.”256 Further, the Ritual Series works were designed in such a way that 

natural shifts – wind direction, cloud cover, sun position, and more – caused changed perceptions 

of the work, further allowing the natural world to shape the artwork. In doing this and allowing 

nature to be at the forefront, Singer highlights and displays nature as a process, forcing perceived 

shifting balances between nature and itself and nature and humankind.257 In the eyes of some 

Countercultural environmentalists and through Michael Singer, nature should take the lead in the 

increasingly technological and industrial world, which seems what Singer hoped to reflect in his 

Land Art creations of the 1970s. 
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 While Singer held a notion that he could continue to make outdoor installations in 

secluded environments forever, he started gravitating back toward indoor spaces in the 1980s, 

though the environmental interests he had never diminished.258 Singer’s first permanent art 

installation came in 1986 with his Denver Airport Atrium Garden, a botanical garden built in the 

Denver International Airport that Singer described as “a living ecology and a complete 

contradiction to its surroundings.”259 Placing this piece here continued his attempts to force 

audiences to confront nature, just now in a more accessible location. Singer also began placing 

“Ritual Gardens” in other places, including his Woodland Garden (1990-1992) outside of 

Wellesley College in Boston and his Memorial Garden for Those Who Survived (1992) in 

Stuttgart, Germany.260 Singer also looked to apply his environmental lessons to architectural 

works, such as with the Phoenix Recycling Plant, where he re-designed the layout for the new 

plant to provide both a more nature-friendly and human-friendly design that what the initial 

engineers had come up with.261 Today, Singer continues to construct environmentally designed 

architecture from his studio based in New York. Included among his more recent works include 

being commissioned by Whole Foods in 2006 to design site-specific, environmentally-conscious 

stores for their expansion, a West Palm Beach Waterfront Commons designed from 2004 to 2010 

to address concerns of both urban planning and ecology in the same area, and many private 

constructions that combine elements of architecture and the natural world.262 At present, Singer 

continues to create art and architecture that reflect his ideas of the relationship between humans 

and nature that display elements of countercultural thoughts on environmentalism: non-intrusive 
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forays into the land, deep understandings of ones place, and the processes of ritual and yielding 

within nature.   

 

Alan Sonfist: Bringing Nature to the Urban 

 “We feel that we are above the environment, but in reality we have to be conscious of our 

relationship. The cities are a new type of landscape. There is no difference between the city and 

the burrow of an animal.”263 With this, Alan Sonfist outlines his ideas of his Land Art pieces, 

that the urban setting can be used just as well as the wilderness to present earth-based 

constructions. Instead of placing his artwork in remote areas of the country like most American 

Land Artists did, Sonfist brought Land Art into the city to expose more of the public to new 

ideas on environmentalism than could be possible with a piece in the middle of the desert. By 

exposing the public to his Land Art creations, combined with his own thought processes behind  

Figure 8: Alan Sonfist at Art Basel 2015.264  
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the works, Sonfist reflected a different set of ideas relating to Countercultural Environmentalism 

than other Land Artists; ones that focused on educating the public and taking real actions to bring 

nature back to public consciousness. Though a different method than his contemporary Michael 

Singer, Sonfist’s works were still effective. 

 Alan Sonfist already had a strong regard for nature from a young age. He was raised in 

South Bronx in New York City, where he lived close to “The Hemlock Forest,” described as one 

of the last “virgin” forests in the city.265 In the violent, gang-riddled streets of the Bronx, Sonfist 

found refuge within the trees and rocks of the forest, creating a lasting impact and causing the 

“symbol of the forest” to be locked into his existence, as he put it.266 This fondness for nature 

only increased as he watched the forest slowly be destroyed by people attempting to “improve” 

the land, further triggering his care for the landscape that remained.267 In the time that he had 

with the Hemlock Forest, though, Sonfist began drawing and constructing art based on his 

adventures there, beginning while he was in the second grade.268 He would continue down this 

artistic path all the way to college, where he began to take up sculpture. Sonfist went to Hunter 

College for art training before going to Ohio State University.269 This background, inspired by 

the natural world within the city of New York, led Sonfist to begin constructing his land art 

works.  

Sonfist began constructing major works in the mid-1960s. One of his earliest pieces was 

Micro-Organism Window, where he coated a window in a New York Gallery with an “agar-

based substance,” then waited a few hours for microorganisms to grow in different patterns on 
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the window for his “art.”270 He also created his Crystal Globe sculpture during this early period, 

which saw crystals within the globe shift and change patterns depending on light and heat on a 

given day.271 While these were not yet to the scale of the grand Land Art structures he would 

create, the early works show Sonfist’s concern with exposing the public to the natural world, 

even with interactions at microscopic proportions. He also produced his Leaves Frozen in Time, 

wherein he placed a canvas on the ground on the forest and allowed leaves and twigs to fall on it 

over time, after which he would adhere the fallen material in the same pattern that it was found 

to complete this artwork. Here, Sonfist attempted to display the cycles and processes of trees 

shedding material throughout the year, further alerting his audience to natural processes that 

would be unknown to the urbanite. Already, with these early works, Sonfist tried to bring 

attention to the natural to people in urban centers who were largely isolated from the natural 

landscape. He would continue this line of thinking into the 1970s with more works focused on 

smaller aspects of the natural world. 

In 1972, Sonfist expanded on the concepts presented in his Micro-Organism Window 

with a new piece entitled Army Ant Movements, where he was described by contemporary 

reviewers as “using nature as the artistic artifact,” rather than taking nature and forcing it into his 

own ideas of art.272 For the piece, Sonfist imported hundreds of Army Ants from South America, 

then spread food in specific patterns in a container before releasing the ants into it, causing the 

ants to form patterns where the food was. The suggestion in the artwork was that the ants 

represented human society and the piece reflected mankind’s dependence on the Earth.273 The 

connection of humankind’s dependence on the Earth was also reflected in his 1975 exhibition 
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Autobiography of Alan Sonfist, where he presented an autobiographical look at his life in terms 

of his own relationship with nature. For instance, he describes his birth as “my first experience 

was air,” and, in other instances, describes his interactions with the natural world, such as in 

1964 where he states, “Collected dead animals; collected nesting of animals; made sounds of 

animals.”274 Along with this somewhat cryptic blurbs about his life, Sonfist presented drawings, 

pictures, and artifacts to go along with his autobiography, often comprising trees, twigs, and 

leaves. Perhaps the strangest aspect included in the Autobiography was a will declaring that, 

upon his death, he wished his body to be given to the New York Museum of Modern Art to be 

displayed as artwork.275 Though the exhibition seemed strange in nature, it reflected similar 

sentiments to the Army Ant Movements piece in that human life is intricately connected to the 

Earth. For Sonfist, one’s relation to the environment speaks far more of a person than personal 

achievements and more contrived milestones. In this way, nature should be honored as much as 

any human accomplishment. These thoughts were an attempt by Sonfist to involve the public in 

the natural, bringing it back to the urban in a fashion reflecting Countercultural ideas of 

educating the public on environmental matters. Instead of hoping that people would find out 

about the organizations of non-humans through scientific readings and publications, Sonfist 

instead brought it to the people of New York, forcing audiences to acknowledge societal 

structure appearing in species as lowly as insects. These thoughts on the role of nature in public 

spaces was also the cornerstone for Sonfist’s Land Art creations: the concept of nature as a 

public monument.  

By this time, Sonfist had already presented that the environment could be 

monumentalized in similar fashion to human feats. In 1968, Sonfist published an essay entitled 
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“Natural Phenomena as Pubic Monuments,” where he presented his suggestion as a way to bring 

the natural world to urban centers. He writes: 

Public monuments traditionally have celebrated events in human history – acts of 

heroism important to the human community. Increasingly, as we come to understand our 

dependence on nature, the concept of community expands to include non-human 

elements. Civic monuments, then, should honor and celebrate life and acts of the total 

community, the human ecosystem, including natural phenomena. Especially within the 

city, public monuments should recapture and revitalize the history of the natural 

environment at that location. As in war monuments that record the life and death of 

soldiers, the life and death of natural phenomena such as rivers, springs and natural 

outcroppings need to be remembered.276  

 

In the mind of Alan Sonfist, the natural world was just as deserving of having monuments to it as 

is any human feat. It was important to remind people about their own natural history, especially 

in urban centers where the man-made dominated most aspects of life. It seemed here that he felt 

it part of his goal with his artwork to create these monuments to nature. In this way, Sonfist 

relates to ideas of Countercultural Environmentalism. This dedication to memorializing nature 

was Sonfist effort to taking action to bring a natural consciousness to urban centers while also 

providing an opportunity to educate the audiences that came across his works. Countercultural 

environmental organizations, such as the then-fledgling Greenpeace, did much the same both in 

the United States and Canada, endorsing grassroots organizations and producing environmental 

education articles for local underground newspapers.277  It is these sorts of countercultural ideas 

that appear within the Land Art pieces that Sonfist constructed through the 1960s and 70s. 

Sonfist’s creations of these “public monument” pieces of Land Art began before he had 

written his aforementioned essay on them. His most famous work, and likely the most difficult to 
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realize, began “construction” in 1965: his New York Time Landscape. The artwork is the 

reconstruction of a pre-human forest, where Sonfist used species of trees and plants native to 

Long Island prior to the intervention of Europeans during colonial expansion.278 Sonfist 

explained that the processes returned numerous native trees and over 200 native plant species to 

the city in the construction of his artwork.279 Given the need for both the forest to grow and to 

receive proper approval from city officials, the work was not “completed” until 1978. For 

Sonfist, the main goal in constructing this piece was to confront the urban public with the often-

forgotten natural history of their abode. Sonfist commented on his Land Art sculptures that “My 

concerns deal with the urban context and trying to set up a dialogue between historical and 

contemporary nature, i.e. original earth, rocks, trees or plants and the contemporary environment  

Figure 9: Alan Sonfist’s Time Landscape.280  
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that has been created by humans.”281 This creation of dialogue between the urban and natural  

was exactly what he attempted to do with Time Landscape. Reviewer Jonathan Carpenter agreed 

with this assessment, noting that Time Landscape can act as a symbol for the city to both 

remember its natural past and to present an image that it is unnecessary to compete with  

nature.282 Sonfist himself stated just this in a later interview, commenting “Time Landscapes are 

meant to create a dialogue within the community…Each artwork addresses the unique natural 

cultural history of a site. Therefore they become integrated into the community, educating the 

community of the value of the Earth in the city.”283 With this, Time Landscape seemed Sonfist’s 

way of exposing the New York Community to Long Island’s natural history. 

Sonfist’s plans with Time Landscape had mixed reactions. He stated in an interview 

celebrating the piece’s 50th anniversary that he had the support of many environmentalists living 

in Greenwich Village, such as Jane Jacobs, and museum directors like Thom Hoving of the 

Metropolitan Museum.284 The New York government also applauded Sonfist’s efforts, with 

Mayor Edward Koch commenting that the Time Landscape forest was “fresh and intriguing,” 

while Benjamin Patterson, Assistant Director of Cultural Affairs for the city felt the work would 

emphasize the city’s environmental concerns going forward.285 While this seemed like a victory 

for environmentalism, both mainstream and countercultural, some took issue with the piece. 

Critics felt that the piece had little actual community involvement and that the dark area created 

by the forest created danger for residents.286 Others criticized how the supposed memorial to 
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nature was surrounded by plaques honoring those that funded and donated to the construction of 

the artwork, suggesting to some this was only a roundabout way of paying tributes to humanity’s 

achievements again.287 Despite the mixed reaction, Time Landscape still fulfills what Sonfist 

attempted in creating a community connection between the natural and urban. With these ideas 

successfully incorporated into the work, Sonfist could continue his efforts to make these 

connections in more and more works.  

 In bringing the natural back to the urban with his Time Landscape in New York, Sonfist 

also reflects the same goals of site-specific understanding apparent in the writings of Gary 

Snyder and the artwork of Sonfist’s contemporary Michael Singer. He considers it to be 

problematic that artists are usually brought in last minute as an afterthought in city projects, 

rendering their input minimal. Sonfist commented on this in a 1978 interview; “The problem is 

the artist is usually called in during the final stages of a project to propose a wall decoration here 

or a piece of sculpture there. The internal relationship of art to the community if obviously lost in 

the process. Prehistoric societies had this kind of communal relatedness built into their way of 

life, but today technology has diminished it greatly.”288 In a similar vein to Snyder’s concepts of 

understanding prehistoric appearances and uses of land with his concept of re-inhabitation, 

Sonfist endorses the understanding of the natural history of one’s place and mankind’s 

relationship to it pre-European contact. Unlike Michael Singer, however, Sonfist forces this into 

the center of attention by building his artwork in the heart of New York City rather than miles 

from any town or village. These usages of understanding of place and bringing awareness of it 

directly to large audiences align him with this countercultural mode of environmental thinking, 

especially in the urban landscape of New York. He is not content to allow his message to speak 
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for itself, and so he takes action to ensure that it reaches the people that he hopes for it to reach. 

It is a move beyond the satisfaction with remoteness found with other Land Artists, and instead 

an endorsement of its construction in places with people. 

While Time Landscape is Sonfist’s most famous example of his Land Art and his 

reflection of countercultural environmentalism, it was not the only piece that he made with this 

thought process in mind. Such thoughts are present in his “Earth Walls,” namely his Macomb 

Wall of Earth (1965) and the Atlanta Earth Wall (1979). These pieces comprise a series of Earth 

cores – cylindrical samples of earth that display the different layers below the city – placed along 

a wall to create a “relief sculpture” of the city.289 The idea behind these pieces was to show the 

entirety of the city’s history, from the pre-historic, pre-human natural history to the top-level 

human-made history when the samples were taken. Sonfist described his thinking behind his 

Earth Walls in a later interview about his Dallas Earth Wall, stating, “the wall…will show that 

period on the first level – and on the top level, human artifacts. And the human artifacts will start 

to blend into the geological earth samples, into the bedrock…so you’ll have a gradation of 

history.”290 In showing this, Sonfist attempts a similar urban confrontation with nature as he had 

done with Time Landscape. The Earth Walls bring the natural history of place to the forefront 

again, making the people of their respective cities more aware of their own past and deepening 

their understanding of their place. The sentiment was also observed by contemporary reviewer 

Carter Ratcliff, who wrote on Atlanta Earth Wall in the exhibition’s complementary publication 

“By contrast, the meanings of Sonfist’s Atlanta Earth Wall derive from the site itself…It gives 

the individual a very strong sense of being precisely where he or she is here and now.”291 
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Eventually, the history of the natural and the man-made mixed, an intentional point which 

Sonfist uses as a metaphor for the inter-relatedness of humans and nature.292 With this, he once 

again displays his concerns with bringing awareness of the natural to urban centers and his ideas 

of highlighting the site-specific natural history of his chosen locations, once more aligning him 

with countercultural versions of environmentalism.  

The end of the 1970s also saw Sonfist work on more different Land Art pieces with the 

same underlying principles. His 1978 work Rock Monument of Buffalo saw him arrange rocks 

collected from a 50-mile area around the city and arranged to scale to where each was originally 

found.293 Also coming during this period was his Monuments of Texas, a proposal to build a 

series of islands on the Trinity River in Texas with each island supporting a different historical 

“primeval” forest, complete with appropriate animal life for pre-human Texas.294 While 

Monuments of Texas never advanced beyond its proposal, it and Rock Monument of Buffalo both 

emphasized the site-specific, educative efforts that Sonfist had showed in his other Land Art 

pieces. Rock Monument of Buffalo exposed the audience to its natural history through the 

specific rocks that Sonfist selected, with each baring some historical significance.295 The hope 

was to get people to see how diverse the environment around them was, allowing them to gain a 

deeper understanding of the place they inhabited. Monuments of Texas did the same through its 

proposed action of bringing Dallas’s historic environments and ecological settings back to the 

city. With these, Sonfist continued to present his Land Art as means of communicating 

counterculture environmental ideas of educating audiences and site-specific understandings to 

urban publics as the “counterculture era” of the 1960s and 70s came to a close.  
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Sonfist’s interest in environmental artwork and sculpture has continued as he has moved 

through his career. He constructed more Time Landscape pieces in various locations throughout 

the country, including Natural/Cultural Landscape (1995) in Tampa, Florida, which emphasized 

the state’s Spanish history combined with the natural flora of that period,296 and his Time 

Landscape of Indianapolis (1989), built outside the Eiteljorg Museum, which displays plant life 

of Indiana – both still existent and extinct – and a sidewalk constructed to replicate the historical 

banks of the White River.297 His work has also moved to international locations; in Tuscany, 

Italy, Sonfist constructed his Circles of Time (1986-89), wherein he created multiple circles 

showing a different event or era in the natural history of that place, culminating in the art piece 

forcing its viewer to realize that the layering of history is “a continuum.”298 These works 

continued from the environmental ideas Sonfist worked with his Land Art of the 1960s and 70s. 

Today, Sonfist continues to produce environmental artworks as he carries on with his reflections 

of the countercultural forms of environmentalism that he displayed in his more famous earlier 

artworks.  

 

Conclusion: Countercultural Environmentalism and Two Land Artists 

 Through the use of site-specific imaginings of place, attempts to educate audiences and 

through taking action to bring their thoughts on environmentalism to the public, Land Artists 

Michael Singer and Alan Sonfist both reflected and shaped ideas of environmentalism of the 

American counterculture in their artworks. Both presented their artworks to emphasize the 
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environment of the area they were built in and hoped to facilitate deeper understandings of the 

land and its natural history. Michael Singer did this by constructing Land Art pieces in remote 

areas where the artworks blended in almost perfectly with nature in his effort to emphasize the 

balance between humans and nature. Sonfist, on the other hand, constructed his work in urban 

centers, hoping to bring natural history into direct confrontation with the public in efforts to 

educate people on a natural history largely forgotten. In this way, Sonfist also attempted to shape 

the American culture directly by forcing audiences to be exposed to this line of environmental 

thinking. In both cases, the artists tried to bring awareness to the environment and the audience’s 

relationship to it to help Americans understand their dependence on the natural world. Through 

these pieces, the artists showed how Countercultural Environmentalism could fit in with Land 

Art constructions.  

 While the Land Art genre of sculpture of the 1960s and 70s was inconsistent in its 

promotion of environmentalism, artists such as Michael Singer and Alan Sonfist proved that 

ecological concern, both countercultural and mainstream, had a place within the genre. While not 

the only two to embrace ecological concerns in their artwork, Singer’s and Sonfist’s works 

provide a glimpse at its presence throughout the Land Art movement. Naturally, examination of 

the artwork of other ecologically-minded artists, such as the Harrisons or the English artist 

Hamish Fulton, can broaden the picture of environmentally-charged Land Art even further. One 

might also examine the role of Nancy Holt within this countercultural environmental framework, 

given that some cite her as one of the first to incorporate ideas of conservation and land 

stewardship into her Land Art creations.299 Perhaps a look at some of the “intrusive” land artists 

could also provide a further picture of the incorporation of environmentalism into land art. Some 
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authors, for example, have looked at Robert Smithson and stated that environmental concerns 

may have been apparent towards the end of his life with his interest in entropy in the natural 

world and with noted examples of his proposals to use abandoned strip mines for future Land Art 

pieces.300 What is for certain, though, is that even with the split in environmental concerns 

among Land Artists, countercultural environmentalism still could find a home with some in the 

genre.  

  

 
300 Auping suggests that Smithson’s interest in strip mines may have just been him attempting to decorate an already 
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Songs for Greening: Counterculture Environmentalism and Music 

 

  

The music of the countercultural era of the 1960s sticks out more than any other art form 

from the period. The stylings found within were immensely popular with the youth of the 

counterculture, whether it be folk, pop, or heavier rock. Songs from these genres, such as Bob 

Dylan’s folk anthem “The Times They Are a’Changin’” (1964), popular surf rock harmonies 

found in The Beach Boy’s “Wouldn’t it be Nice,” (1966), and the heavy drug-infused riffs of 

Jefferson Airplane’s “White Rabbit” (1967) were hits with the youth of the 1960s and signaled a 

marked changed from the music of the previous generation. With this popularity, this became a 

major avenue for disseminating messages of the New Left and of the counterculture. In some 

areas, it is obvious, such as with the numerous songs composed as Vietnam War protests. Singers 

such as Joan Baez, with her anti-draft stance, and rock artists like Country Joe and the Fish 

singing about Americans being killed in the war, both showed the prevalence of this stance in 

countercultural music.  Musician and author Dick Weissman, in his work Which Side Are You 

On?, contends that this era, especially the folk music revival of the early part of the decade, 

provided the impetus and origins for political themes manifesting within nearly all genres of 

music going forward.301 The music also often took shots in protest of internal affairs of the 

United States. “Ohio” by Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young (1970), with its commentary on the then-

recent Kent State massacre, serves as an example of such. Indeed, politically charged songs 

became a hallmark of Sixties music generally. 

 For others during this period, music became a source for creating countercultural 

community. Such is the argument presented by Michael J. Kramer in his work The Republic of 
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Rock, where he contends that rock music provided its listeners with a “Woodstock nation” that 

came with a set of political and community values that required only voluntary participation to 

prescribe to, whether that be in the counterculture capitol of San Francisco or the front lines of 

Vietnam.302 The music provided this, as their ideals, such as purported anti-capitalism, 

manifested themselves around their rock, as seen with the issue that the counterculture took with 

the increasingly for-profit stance of a proposed “Wild West Festival” in San Francisco.303 The 

music itself helped contribute to this. Bay Area icons like Jefferson Airplane and The Grateful 

Dead, with their call of rebellion against mainstream political systems, were popular, aiding in 

the establishment of this community. Simply put, the creation of countercultural modes of 

society used music to disseminate its message, further showing its versatility during the Sixties 

era.  

While these more obvious signs of activism in music appeared, also developing in this 

era were environmental themes and songs of ecological concern. Though not arriving in the same 

concentrations as the more anti-war oriented tracks, several artists produced at least one or two 

songs regarding the state of the environment. Examples include Joni Mitchell with her famed 

piece “Big Yellow Taxi” (1970) about the destruction of nature for land development, Marvin 

Gaye with his piece “Mercy Mercy Me (The Ecology)” (1971) listing off the many 

environmental pollutants, to The Beach Boys with “Don’t Go Near the Water” (1971) about the 

pollution of the California Coast, to even Jefferson Airplane with more mystical pieces regarding 

the relationship of nature to the human world, like “Eskimo Blue Day” (1969). But for most of 

these artists, there was not the long dedication to solving ecological issues. Outside of the one or 
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two songs they created, there was no real impetus among them to appeal to back-to-the-land 

ideas and no real attempt to educate and call people to action like Stewart Brand’s Whole Earth 

publications suggested. There were some, however, who reflected the sentiments of 

countercultural environmentalism, included among them famed folk singer Pete Seeger and 

popular singer-songwriter John Denver.  

At first glance, these two musicians may seem odd characters to show this brand of 

environmentalism. Pete Seeger (1919–2014) is more often cited for his pro-labor, pro-civil 

rights, and, to some, his socialist leanings within his music. Denver (1943–1997), on the other 

hand, is hardly looked at as relating to anything countercultural thanks to the feel-good popular 

tunes associated with him. But each showed ideas of countercultural environmentalism both in 

their music and in their actions out of the spotlight. Seeger produced many songs relating to 

environmentalism while also taking action through efforts to clean up his beloved Hudson River 

and educate on pollution in the area. Denver did something similar, using his fame to assist with 

change in the Rocky Mountain area through his own actions and through his efforts to educate 

and expose the public the state of the contemporary environment. In this way, both artists 

reflected countercultural ideas of environmentalism in their calls to action and their attempts to 

identify problems and educate the public enough to be able to combat these issues through their 

lyrics and musical compositions. But at the same time, the acted to shape society and 

environmental thinking through their non-musical action, taking direct action to bring about the 

changes to improve the American environment they sought. Their actions outside of music 

represented efforts to put their environmental messages into action. Though they are significantly 

different in their ages and their musical stylings, both can be seen to have been influenced by and 

to influence the counterculture in these ways.  
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Pete Seeger: Folk Music and Hudson Sailing 

    Undoubtedly, Pete Seeger is one of, if not the most famous of the folk singers 

associated with the 1960s folk music revival. By this time, he had gained notoriety within 

countercultural circles for his stances – and performances – on civil rights and the Vietnam War. 

Two of his most famous performances, his rendition of “We Shall Overcome” (1947) and his 

own composition, “Where Have All the Flowers Gone?” (1955), became rallying cries for both 

movements. With this success, Seeger rose to be one of the premier folk singers of the era, along 

with other famous names like Joan Baez, Malvina Reynolds, and Bob Dylan. But more forgotten 

about Seeger in the Sixties era was his environmental advocacy. The later part of the 1960s 

decade saw the famed folksinger record a slew of environmentally charged songs ranging from 

topics of the ills of suburbanization, the fear of nuclear fallout, to simply to poor environmental 

state of America’s lands and waterways. Further, Seeger, not content with just producing music 

on the subject, took action himself in 1966 by educating on environmental issues through his 

Clearwater project. Within these methods, Seeger shows countercultural environmentalism 

through attempts to expose and educate audiences to environmental issues, call people to action 

to bring about change to fix said problems, and present messages of potential environmental 

catastrophe. With these themes present both in and out of the spotlight, Seeger demonstrates the 

presence of countercultural environmentalism within musical forms. 

 Pete Seeger already had a reputation for being political. From the late 1940s through the 

height of McCarthyism in the 1950s, Seeger’s participation in the Communist Party of the 

United States caused fierce debate as to whether musical venues and radio programs should 

allow him to sing at all, leading him to be a symbol of political censorship.304 Ultimately, his 
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career survived through the Red Scare, but his reputation as a radical figure persisted into the 

1960s. This image was aided, naturally, by him taking up the cause for civil rights in the early 

part of the decade. With the song “We Shall Overcome,” taught to him at a meeting at 

Highlander Folk School, Seeger attempted to have audiences join him in singing the piece to 

help promote the cause of civil rights, going so far as to even perform the piece at the esteemed 

Carnegie Hall.305 Seeger also demonstrated against Vietnam with his song, performing such 

pieces as “Bring ‘Em Home” (1966) and “Waist Deep in the Big Muddy” (1967) to large 

audiences in places like Madison Square Garden in New York for anti-war rallies.306 Seeger 

already had an established activist perspective in song, so when he took up the cause for 

environmental issues, it proved little issue to continue in the same vein.  

 Environmental causes came to be an important part of Seeger’s musical repertoire during 

the Sixties era, and in fact served as almost a prologue to ideas of countercultural 

environmentalism. This is evident in the similarities in the methodologies presented by the 

principle counterculture environmental publication The Whole Earth Catalog (primarily 1968–

1972). The themes of identifying issues, educating on problems, and calling to action that are 

apparent in this publication are the same that can be found in Seeger’s environmental 

performances. Whole Earth held, as environmental historian Andrew Kirk shows, a commitment 

to providing information to its readers, with its founder Stewart Brand wanting to “shape and 

direct American attitudes on subjects he deemed most important for a new generation.”307 
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Stewart Brand presented the concepts of providing tools and knowledge in his famed “Purpose of 

The Whole Earth Catalog,” where he explains, 

We are as gods and might as well get used to it. So far, remotely done power and glory as 

via government, big business, formal education, church has succeeded to the point where 

gross obscure actual gains. In response to this dilemma and to these gains a realm of 

intimate, personal power is developing power of the individual to conduct his own 

education, find his own inspiration, shape his own environment, and share his adventure 

with whoever is interested. Tools that aid this process are sought and promoted by the 

WHOLE EARTH CATALOG.308 

 

In making this statement, Brand outlines the central themes of Whole Earth – a much of 

countercultural environmentalism – by calling its readers to live more environmentally friendly 

with the tools it provides and to provide the information on environmental living issues and the 

knowledge to solve them.309 It is a call to break from mainstream methods of both living and 

environmentalism for a better future for society and the surrounding environment. These then, 

whether participants fell on pro or anti-technology sides, served as major aspects of 

countercultural environmentalism. Though Pete Seeger’s musical career predated Whole Earth, 

their presence in his music from the 1960s onward shows that he reflected this countercultural 

thinking as well.  

 Seeger first began to display these methods of environmental commentary in the early 

1960s. At this point, nuclear radiation remained chief among the ecological concerns among 

American citizens due to the immediate catastrophe that loomed from a potential nuclear war. By 

this time, Americans were realizing the impact that even just nuclear testing was having on 
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American populations, including the impact of radiation on people working with radioactive 

materials and caused some areas to experience abnormal cancer rates and sudden illnesses 

among livestock.310 It was this concern Seeger addressed in a 1964 song entitled “Mack the 

Bomb,” wherein he attempts to explain the multiple harmful effects of nuclear radiation 

stemming from this testing. Seeger specifically highlights the atomic compound Strontium 90, a 

common and dangerous compound released in nuclear reactions. As he shows in the song, the 

chemical leaves little trace of its presence, but “it leaves you just as dead” as any other nuclear 

contaminant.311 Seeger indicates that it is difficult to avoid this, too, as Strontium 90 has 

manifested itself in foods. Seeger, for instance,  sings about how milk has an “extra kick” that 

makes the “Geiger counters tick.”312 Perhaps most damning sign is that exposure to Strontium 90 

causes deformations of babies during pregnancy, not unlike those caused by the medication 

thalidomide.313 This is meant as an attempt to inform his listening audiences how widespread this 

radiation is. But also clear in this song is a veiled call to action against the AEC – the Atomic 

Energy Commission. Twice, Seeger sings the lines “and the AEC has figures/But it keeps them 

out of sight,” implying that the Atomic Energy Commission knows full well the damage being 

caused, but refuses to indicate this to protect its interests.314 The call being put out by Seeger is to 

take the AEC to task and to force them to acknowledge what is occurring. Even at this point, 

Seeger showed Countercultural Environmental tendencies within his music. The song educated 

audiences perhaps unaware of the background effects of nuclear testing while also informing of 

the AEC’s failure to provide the American public with this information. Some, perhaps, might 
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have found it disturbing to learn this information from a song rather than the supposed 

government watchdogs. The method Seeger incorporates with this would increase further as the 

decade progressed, as his environmental interests along with it.  

 Also coming during this earlier period was “Little Boxes,” a song written by Seeger’s 

friend and fellow folksinger Malvina Reynolds. First released by Seeger in 1963, the song serves 

as an admonishment against the continuing spread of “ticky-tacky,” look-alike suburban homes 

that tarnish once beautiful scenes. This was topical for the period, as the Sixties began to reveal 

the many issues presented by cheaply built tract housing in suburbia, such as water 

contamination from poorly constructed septic tanks and bulldozing of hillsides to create more 

space for homes.315 The song addresses this by calling out American citizens complacency with 

the conformity of suburbia, noting how all the houses, and all the people living inside of them, 

turn out to be “just the same.”316 The implication from this reminder of the cheap quality of the 

housing is that this cheapens the quality of life for those dwelling there. In this way Seeger, using 

Reynolds songs, hopes to expose audiences to this uncomfortable fact and get them to realize 

that uncontrolled growth and development can have ill effects on the environment. With this, 

Seeger once again displays his countercultural methodology. Here is an attempt to warn listeners 

of the harm that common suburban lifestyles have on both the environmental and human 

conditions. Further, it is Seeger’s effort to warn against complacency and conformity and for 

Americans to remain alert for potential issues. Despite the lessons and warnings Seeger offers 

with both this song and “Mack the Bomb,” his most prominent environmental work would not 

come until a few years later. 
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 Perhaps the peak of Seeger’s musical advocacy of the environment came in 1966, when 

he released his album God Bless the Grass on major record label Columbia Records, described 

by musicologist David Ingram as being the first album of environmental protest.317 The album 

was one of the most influential on folk music going forward, with Mark Pedelty, another 

musicologist, contending that the album is responsible for the environmental tinge that nearly all 

folk music would become associated with going forward.318 With most tracks pertaining to 

environmentalism to some extent, Seeger again is afforded the opportunity to display the 

countercultural leanings within his environmentalism. He does so with a variety of different 

topics. Seeger continues on urban and suburban development with a pair of songs on the album, 

both also written with Malvina Reynolds. The first of these, entitled “The Faucets are Dripping,” 

discusses the wastefulness of urban apartment housing, where landlords refuse to fix the leaking 

faucets. Though only a drip, Seeger exclaims that the “reservoirs drying” and that water “streams 

from the mountains” only to drip from the faucet and flow down to the sea.319 The song is an 

attempt to educate the public on how even a simple leak can be wasteful and harm the 

environment on which humankind depends. It also acts as a call for landlords to actually fix the 

issues with their properties rather than leaving them for tenants to deal with, aligning him with 

the call to action aspect of counterculture environmentalism. Also falling under this topic of 

urban development for Seeger was the piece “Cement Octopus,” written in protest of the cement 

road development occurring in the Sacramento area. The piece identifies that thousand-year-old 

trees are being demolished for roadways, with its grey tendrils spreading out like an 
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“octopus.”320 Seeger attempts to expose the destruction and educate people about how bad 

endless freeways can be. However, he also proposes a call to action with a solution that 

combines his pro-labor stance. He suggests that the highway work should stop, but the 

construction workers be given new jobs creating parks so they still can work, thereby pushing 

“the cement monster away.”321Again, Seeger shows his countercultural environmentalism with 

this song, particularly by calling people to action with his own suggestions to avoid the 

construction of more freeways. His efforts here further educate that constant development and 

environmental destruction is not a necessity for continued economic growth and occupational 

opportunity. Seeger’s methods through these selections represent a reflection of countercultural 

ideas of ecology and environmentalism.  

 Seeger also extends to the topic of the effect of humanity on the animal world. Again, this  

aspect was topical following the 1962 publication of Silent Spring, where Rachel  

Figure 10: The album cover for Seeger’s God Bless the Grass.322 
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Carson showed amongst many environmental issues the harm being caused to animal life by 

humanity’s attempts to control nature, including mass die-offs of bird populations in once-

populous migration areas.323 Seeger then connects to this with a few songs while maintaining the 

countercultural thoughts. One such example comes with the piece “The People are Scratching,” a 

warning about the long-reaching effects of the use of pesticides. Here, Seeger sings of the chain 

of death that occurs by poisoning one animal, as poisoning crop-eating rabbits, leads to dogs and 

predatory birds dying, which then causes the death of field mice and cats as the citizens of the 

town attempt to control the now-exploding mice population.324 Seeger then offers a warning to 

animals to stay away from the destructive hands of humankind, singing “A few bails of hay 

might keep you alive/But he’ll pay more to kill you than let you survive.”325 Seeger uses this first 

to tell his audiences about the hazardous effects of chemicals on populations that might not be 

readily visible. But it is also a message of calamity. Unconstrained use of these pesticides can 

lead to a situation where nearly all animals are dead, necessitating checks be put in place before 

this may happen. In a similar vein is the track “Coyote, My Little Brother,” a piece originally 

written by Native American musician Peter La Farge in 1963. The piece is a condemnation of the 

poisoning of coyote populations in the American west through the use of the pesticide 

strychnine, as Seeger exclaims with the lines “They strychinined the mountain/They strychinined 

the plain/My little brother, the coyote/Won’t come back again.”326 This track acts as a warning of 

impending ecological catastrophe using the example of one animal, as unless the use of poisons 

and pesticides ends, the cry of the coyote will fall silent; “He’s warning the human race/Of his 
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death.”327 In a sense, this is a call to action by Seeger to stop harming animal populations, lest 

humanity kills them off. Combined with his warning of the environmental crisis that could come 

because of the fallout of this, “Coyote, My Little Brother,” along with “The People are 

Scratching,” provide a powerful message that adheres to aspects of warning of environmental 

catastrophe found countercultural versions of environmentalism. Both songs focus on the non-

human, proclaiming that major animal die-offs will occur if the continued use of chemicals is not 

decreased. It indicates the necessity of keeping all of nature intact, not just that which benefits 

humankind. But in all this – the most famous, and perhaps most influential piece – from this 

album was one that touched on the issues occurring in his own local in Upstate New York: “My 

Dirty Stream (The Hudson River Song).” 

 Seeger composed “My Dirty Stream” as a statement on the contemporary poor condition 

of the Hudson River. Unlike other songs on the album, “My Dirty Stream” takes on a personal 

note and is described as being autobiographical for Seeger’s interest in his specific home area.328 

Seeger was inspired to write the track after  discovering corporate industrial plants along the 

Hudson refused to find alternative ways to dispose of their waste rather than dumping it into the 

river.329 With this, Seeger set out to explain the issues of river pollution to a wider audience and 

try to encourage the cleaning up of the river. Seeger wastes no time in letting audiences know of 

what corporations and large towns are doing to rivers, with such lines as “Five million gallons of 

waste a day/Why should we do it any other way?” and “And each little city says ‘Who, me?/Do 

you think that sewage plants come free?’”330 Seeger calls these groups out for their unwillingness 
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to change and hopes exposing their actions to a wider audience will inspire people in finally 

correcting the environmental problems found in American waterways. It further serves as a 

warning that left unchecked, the already bad conditions of rivers will only get worse, further 

contributing to an environmental crisis. Seeger’s song serves as a message reflecting major 

themes of countercultural environmentalism, allowing the piece more traction. Its efforts to 

educate on the awful state of both the Hudson River and, in effect, nearly all American 

waterways shows the countercultural tool towards effecting change. It is also a warning that 

environmental disaster is already here with the unacceptable condition of the Hudson, a dire 

warning to those who would listen. But besides the messages he poses within his lyrics, Seeger 

takes action to affect these changes himself, through one of his most famous endeavors, the 

Clearwater project. 

 Shortly after the release of God Bless the Grass, Seeger began to look into the purchase 

of a sloop that he could use to bring environmental education directly to the people along the 

shores of the Hudson. For Seeger, getting people interested in protecting and cleaning up the 

Hudson was the only way to prevent its polluted state from becoming permanent, and using a 

boat to bring environmental education to the people was the perfect way to do this. Seeger wrote 

of it this way: 

We figure that if the Hudson is going to be saved from being a permanent sewer, people 

must learn to love it again, to come down to the water’s edge and see it close. We plan to 

sail the boat up and down the river all nine ice-free months of the year, docking at every 

town, large and small. Schoolchildren can come down and climb on the rigging and get a 

whiff of Hudson history. Sailing buffs from all over can come aboard. Volunteer crews 

will raise and sail and anchor; a full-time captain will see that it doesn’t run on the rocks. 

Every year it can take different exhibits to put up along shore. With an audience of 

townspeople on the banks, and with the sloop and the river as a backdrop, shows, 

concerts, movies can be put on.331 
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Seeger followed this up later with a comment in a break during one of the Clearwater’s concerts, 

stating “if towns all along the river star putting in waterfront parks instead of messes; if the  

people all get involved in the work of cleaning up the river, then we’ll have something. We have 

to get the people involved.”332 With this sailing sloop, Seeger showed countercultural 

environmentalism as he brought educative opportunities directly to communities while also 

taking action himself instead of going through legal networks that more mainstream groups 

would do. With the ship’s launching in May 1969, Seeger could begin his work with the 

Clearwater beginning in Maine – where the sloop was initially built – and sailing southward to  

 

Figure 11: Pete Seeger performing along the Hudson River with the Clearwater behind him, 

1975.333 
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New York.334 With this, Seeger and his crew aboard the sloop reached hundreds of people living  

along the shores of the polluted river – no doubt inspiring at least a few to take up arms with 

them. Eventually, the sloop sailed to Washington D.C. as part of inaugural Earth Day festivities 

in 1970, where Seeger gave a “State of the Hudson” report to those who would listen.335 Seeger 

had become a proper activist for the environment by this point with the utilization of 

countercultural techniques. His sloop had allowed him to put his own messages from his songs 

into action and give him the potential to influence audiences that came to listen. He could be sure 

that his attempts to educate on the environment through his techniques were reaching his 

intended audience by going to them. Certainly then, the Clearwater project afforded Seeger with 

an opportunity to utilize countercultural environmentalist techniques. 

 Seeger’s path with the Clearwater, though lauded as a great environmental effort, did not 

always have the most welcome responses, which would be remiss to ignore. The process of fund-

raising was particularly problematic for him. Knowing that their typical audiences and followers 

would not have much to spare as a donation towards the Clearwater project, Seeger and his 

friends were forced to reach out to wealthy Hudson residents to finance their project.336 The 

result was drawing the ire from both sides of the political aisle. Conservative-leaning residents of 

Hudson Valley towns already distrusted Seeger for his radical leanings and suspected the boat 

would be used for more sinister plans than environmental conservation, while Seeger’s more 

typical left-leaning listeners abhorred him approaching financiers who had historically opposed 

environmentalism.337 Seeger himself caused further problems for the project once the sloop 

began sailing. Audience members brought up his past communist leanings on multiple occasions, 
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dampening the mood of concerts.338 Even more troublesome was his setlist, where his pro-

environmental songs were interspersed with anti-Vietnam songs, including “Waist Deep in the 

Big Muddy,” a fact that alienated Conservative pro-war environmentalists.339 These troubles 

eventually came to a head, and the board of the Clearwater project, much less radical than 

Seeger himself, proposed a resolution for him to resign in 1970.340 Though the resolution failed, 

Seeger voluntarily took a lesser role in response, noting that his project had achieved what he 

had wanted it to, and others could now maintain it.341 The countercultural vision of 

environmentalism seemed too much for some, but it provided the building blocks for Seeger’s 

chief environmental project that continues to educate this day for the Hudson River.342 

 Seeger continued to be an advocate for the environment with his countercultural methods 

for the remainder of his life. Though his role with the Clearwater was reduced, he still played 

shows with them often. His anti-war protests continued on along with them, even throughout 

ongoing conflicts in Iraq and much of the Arab world, further solidifying Seeger’s place as a 

lifelong radical.343 Seeger died in 2014 at 94 years old but left behind a legacy of activism still 

championed by many people.344 His environmentally charged music still looms large as a major 

influencer of contemporary folk music, while the Clearwater project carries on as an 

environmental force for the Hudson River. In these, his reflection of countercultural ideas of 

educating, action, and warnings of catastrophe evidence themselves and serve as one reminder of 

countercultural environmentalism’s presence within the musical world. 
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John Denver: Counterculture Environmentalism with the Rocky Mountain Son 

 For many people, identifying singer-songwriter John Denver with aspects of the 

American counterculture in any form may seem farfetched. After all, even the most conservative 

listeners could find anything offensive in his songs, from his first hit “Leaving on a Jet Plane” 

(1966) to “Thank God I’m a Country Boy” (1974). Despite this picture of wholesomeness 

presented by the writer of “Sunshine on My Shoulders” (1971) political elements, many of which 

familiar to countercultural participants, made their way into music throughout his career in the 

Sixties and Seventies. With anti-Vietnam War songs in his earlier days as a member of the 

Mitchell Trio (1965–67) to protest pieces of multiple topics as he moved to his own solo work in 

1968, Denver did not shy away from politics in his music nor in his actions. But perhaps the 

most clear element of this found in his career is in his environmental advocacy, which reflected 

and was influenced by countercultural versions of it. His support of the environment, particularly 

in his beloved Rocky Mountains, showed similar reflections of counterculture environmentalism 

as found with Pete Seeger, including attempts to educate his audiences, call people to action, and 

– though perhaps to not the same extremes as Seeger and others with countercultural leanings – 

provide warnings of environmental disaster. Much like Seeger, too, he took his own action to 

affect his visions for protecting the environment, setting up his own projects and starring in 

television specials to help disseminate his ecological goals via tools found within countercultural 

environmentalism. With his songs, his television specials, and his creation of the Windstar 

Foundation in 1976, Denver demonstrated the long-lasting effects of countercultural 

environmentalism as it appeared moving deeper into the 1970s, also providing evidence that the 

“Sixties” era of protest did not end with the end of the 1960s decade. 
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 Born John Deutschendorf in 1943 in Roswell, New Mexico, John Denver, as he became 

known, was born into a military family, with his father often traveling as he was transferred to 

different military bases, from Arizona, to Alabama, to Colorado, and to Texas.345 This period of 

traveling, though somewhat disruptive, was to be the inspiration for much of Denver’s affinity 

for the natural world. Denver noted as much in a later interview, stating  

My greatest inspiration has always been the out-of-doors…The out-of-doors was my first 

and truest best friend. It was the desert in Arizona when I was in grade school. And later 

on it was the woods around Montgomery, Alabama. Later on it was the wheat fields 

when I worked on the wheat harvest. It was the forest and the lumber camp that I worked 

in when I was in college. Nature has always been my best friend. And my songs are full 

of images from nature.346 

 

Despite this influence from the natural world, Denver did not initially pursue a path toward 

music, he instead joined the architecture program at Texas Tech University, although he 

continued to play music on the side with a local group known as The Alpine Trio.347 He dropped 

out of college to pursue his musical aspirations and ended up in California, where he earned a 

spot with popular folk group The Mitchell Trio, simultaneously changing his stage name to 

“Denver” for better recognition and for solidarity with his favorite area of the nation.348 This 

period, though, brought about the establishment of Denver’s political voice within music, thanks 

to the nature of many of the songs performed by the Trio.349 The Mitchell Trio took on multiple 

protest songs during Denver’s time there, such as the civil-rights protest piece “Your Friendly 

Liberal Neighborhood Ku-Klux-Klan” (1966), which satirically comments on the Klan’s ability 

to survive in the south due to their pervasiveness in all areas of leadership.350 This earlier period 
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of his life set up his ideas for political protest that would manifest further as he came to his solo 

career in the 1970s. Also coming with his solo career, though, was the beginning of his 

environmental advocacy.  

 Denver’s early albums showed his continued political and social advocacy in his songs, 

whether his own compositions or covers of pieces written by other artists. For instance, with his 

second album 1969’s Rhymes & Reasons, Denver performs Tom Paxton pieces “The Ballad of 

Spiro Agnew” and “The Ballad of Richard Nixon,” short pieces that suggest the president and 

vice-president had done nothing good. A year later, in 1970 though, Denver put forth his first 

environmental pieces, the self-penned “Aspenglow,” from his album Take Me to Tomorrow, and 

Tom Paxton’s “Whose Garden Was This?” the title track to his fourth album. “Aspenglow” 

serves a simple song emphasizing the joy of the wintery mountain environment of his adopted 

home of Aspen, Colorado, a testament to the power the happiness the natural world can bring.351 

“Whose Garden Was This,” however, took on a more somber tone. This piece, written and 

recorded by Tom Paxton for the first Earth Day in 1970, takes on a futuristic setting, where the 

beautiful elements of nature, from forests to flowers to even the blue skies, have vanished in an 

over-industrialized world, their historical presence only remembered by pictures and 

recordings.352 In this era of heightened environmental concern, Denver’s performance of this 

piece serves as a warning to his audience, that should things continue on the same path, the 

natural world that humankind is accustomed to will cease to exist, replaced by the dull grey of 

urban centers. While not his own creation, “Whose Garden Was This?” demonstrated that 

Denver was in line with this countercultural environmentalism crisis message that Paxton and 
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others had originally put forth. Unfortunately for Denver, his rendition of the track received little 

attention; Denver described the Whose Garden Was This? album as having “bored everybody to 

death, and sold fewer copies than any record I’ve done.”353 What it did provide was a place to 

focus his environmental voice. Though his songs from his 1970 albums were not widely heard, 

with Take Me to Tomorrow only barely making it into the Top 200 albums chartings, they 

provided Denver with a first practice of performing environmentally charged music that would 

prove far more popular as the decade progressed.  

 John Denver continued to write songs championing the power of wilderness and Rocky 

Mountains, an attempt to have audiences realize that nature is something that can be learned 

from. On his 1971 album Aerie, Denver wrote the songs “Starwood in Aspen” and “The Eagle 

and Hawk” with Mark Taylor, both promoting this concept. “Starwood in Aspen” describes the 

Rocky Mountains as being a paradise better than any of the large American cities, a simple 

message but one that advocates for the natural world when the urban dominates.354 “The Eagle 

and the Hawk” also champions the Rockies, though takes on a more countercultural tone, stating 

that living in a with nature allows for humanity to become “all that we can be and not what we 

are,” while also providing a feeling of true freedom unfelt elsewhere.355 In a more subtle way 

than other artists, Denver attempts to call people to live with nature for humanity to live better, 

not unlike more radical calls from the late 1960s for back-to-the-land living. His second 1971 

album, though, Poems, Prayers and Promises – his first hit album, having reached number 

fifteen in the Hot 200 charts356 – provided a trio of environmentally tinged songs that were major 
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hits with the American public. “Sunshine on My Shoulders,” the first of these contains a simple 

message that sunshine and aspects of the natural world bring happiness to those who observe and 

feel it.357 Though it was not necessarily in line with countercultural themes, its appeal of 

accepting nature reached large audiences. The next track, “I Guess He’d Rather Be in Colorado,” 

represents a presence on countercultural environmentalism, however. Here, Denver advises his 

audience on the benefits of working and living in the outdoor spaces of Colorado, singing “He’d 

rather spend his time out where the sky looks like a pearl after a rain/Once again I see him 

walking once again I see him talking to the stars he makes.”358 Denver juxtaposes this against the 

reality of many people’s lives, that though they dream of returning to nature this way – not 

unlike back-to-the-land sentiments – they are stuck in big-city office spaces, having only a “quiet 

cough” to show for their efforts.359 In this way, Denver uses “I Guess He’d Rather Be in 

Colorado” as a call for listeners to resist conformity in urban centers and get back to natural 

spaces like his Colorado home. The most notable piece from the album, though, is one of 

Denver’s signature songs: “Take Me Home, Country Roads.” Like many of his environmental 

tracks, Denver’s “Take Me Home, Country Roads” emphasizes the beauty of the natural world, 

this time focusing on the mountains of West Virginia. To a small extent, the piece proves 

educative to listeners unfamiliar with the geography of the state, as Denver lists off such 

locations as the Blue Ridge Mountains and the Shenandoah River as places of beauty.360 But the 

more notable message again appealed to back-to-the-land sentiments, as Denver calls the state 
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“almost heaven” and refers to it as the “place I belong.”361 Denver again calls for a return to 

living in the natural world in his statement that people belong in areas like the Blue Ridge 

Mountains, further marking his alignment with countercultural environmental strategies. These 

1971 albums became some of the first major hits with environmental themes for the Colorado 

singer-songwriter. 

1972 came to be the breakthrough for Denver’s environmental sentiments with the 

release of Rocky Mountain High, an album that contains the eponymous track that would become 

one of his greatest hits. Like his previous environmental songs, Denver again lauds life in the 

Rockies, this time claiming to audiences that experiencing the natural beauty here is a life-

changing experience, evidenced by the opening lines “He was born in the summer of his 27th 

year/Coming home to a place he’d never been before.”362 This song, however, displays the 

countercultural environmentalism reflected in within his music with its specific highlighting, and 

warning, of ecological danger posed to the Rockies. At roughly the same time that “Rocky 

Mountain High” was released, the city of Denver was campaigning to bring the Winter Olympic 

games to the city. John Denver took great issue with this, expressing concern that it would 

desecrate the real mountains to put in artificial ones better suited for skiing events.363  

Denver incorporates this issue into the song, singing “Now his life is full of wonder but his heart 

still knows some fear/Of a simple thing he cannot comprehend/Why they try to tear the 

mountains down to bring in a couple more/More people, more scars upon the land.”364 This 

section serves as a warning of environmental destruction that was looming over the Rockies 
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during this period. It also acts as letting audiences know this was occurring, as the problems 

might not have been obvious to listeners far removed from the western mountains or unaware of 

the happenings of local politics. Unlike his previous environmentally charged songs, Denver’s 

“Rocky Mountain High” garnered massive attention, peaking at number nine in the Billboard 

Top 100 charts, signaling that this piece reached a far larger audience to disseminate its 

message.365 With this song, Denver shows that songs tinged with countercultural environmental 

tactics could reach a large audience, and with his popularity growing, his albums and songs 

could continue to reach many listeners, even if they did not become hits. They allowed him to 

disseminate warnings about the potential destruction that could be wrought should the plight of 

the Rocky Mountains be ignored, while also highlighting and educating listeners on the untainted 

beauty that exists within the Rocky Mountain region. In short, these tactics are used by Denver 

here to call people to protect the Rockies.  

Figure 12: The album cover for Denver’s Rocky Mountain High.366 
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Environmental songs and Denver’s display of countercultural environmentalism cooled  

off for a few years following “Rocky Mountain High.” His 1973 album Farewell Andromeda 

featured the track “Rocky Mountain Suite (Cold Nights in Canada),” which warns that the pure 

life of living in the mountains is threatened by overpopulation and there being too many 

industrial machines, common complaints in countercultural criticisms.367 This song sees Denver 

call for people to stop this, stating that people and the mountains must become “brothers” again 

in the age of mass machinery.368 But this was the only track to focus on this environmental 

subject until 1975 when he released the number one charting album Windsong. The album 

contains the hit track “Calypso,” a song written as a tribute to French oceanographer Jacques 

Cousteau and the boat he and his crew worked on, the Calypso. At the time, Denver described 

the piece as being one of the best that he had ever written.369 The piece lauds the efforts of the 

Calypso crew for showing humankind the way towards environmental understanding and 

protection, here presenting the lyrics “To work in the service of life and the living/In search of 

the answers to questions unknown/To be part of the movement and part of the growing/Part of 

beginning to understand.”370 This serves as a call to action on Denver’s part. What Cousteau and 

the crew of the Calypso are doing works for the benefit of nature, and while what they do is 

extraordinary, what they do can be inspiration for average people to work in this way on a 

smaller scale. Denver shows this call-to-action strategy of countercultural environmentalism, 

again showing it reflected in his music. He further calls out the need to learn from the aquatic 

environments to understand life, falling into a somewhat similar vein as Pete Seeger’s attempts 
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to get audiences to gain knowledge of America's rivers and waterways. Denver sings the lines 

“To live on the land we must learn from the sea/To be true as the tide and free as a wind 

swell/Joyful and loving in letting it be,” attempting to inform audiences that environmentalism 

and its protection is not exclusive to land, but extends to the sea.371 This was a particular issue at 

the time, not just from the efforts promoted by Jacques Cousteau, but by more countercultural 

groups concerned with protecting the sea’s inhabitant creatures. Greenpeace, founded in 1971, 

for instance, took up antiwhaling campaigns in their early years to support both whales’ right to 

live in the ocean and – at least according to “hippie scientist” and Greenpeace co-founder Robert 

Hunter – their societal systems of living harmoniously and in check with their environment that 

humankind could learn from.372 It is this sentiment that Denver seems to play to, though perhaps 

less radically than the Greenpeace organization. Humankind can and should learn from ocean 

environments, allowing them to understand ecological living better. For certain, “Calypso” helps 

demonstrate Denver’s countercultural environmental reflection. Much like “Rocky Mountain 

High,” this song also found a widespread audience, peaking at number two on the Billboard Hot 

100 charts.373 “Calypso,” based on these aspects, was a major track for Denver to show 

reflections of countercultural environmentalism, as it provided Denver an opportunity to support 

ongoing environmental research and advocacy while calling the public to support these efforts as 

well. 

 Also appearing on the Windsong album is the titular track, where Denver continues his 

call to action by advising listeners to live more ecologically. With this piece, Denver documents 
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the simple pleasures brought by the wind – “the whisper of our Mother Earth” – from the rain to 

the “fragrance of freshly mown hay” to the “music” of the cities and canyons.374 The end of the 

piece features the most notable Counterculturally influenced lyrics, with the lines “So welcome 

the wind and the wisdom she offers/Follow her summons when she calls again/In your heart and 

your spirit let the breezes surround you/Lift up your voice then and sing with the wind.”375 These 

lyrics work as another call to action on Denver’s part, advising listeners to live in touch with the 

“wind,” therefore in touch with all of nature. To “follow the wind” is how to live ecologically, 

thus protecting the environment and offering better living as life moves forward. Though not 

getting the same popularity of “Calypso,” “Windsong” continued the reflection of 

countercultural environmentalism found within that song and many of the others that had 

preceded it in earlier years. It is simple, but its call for living with the environment utilizes this 

tool as those more associated with this form of environmental thought had, encouraging people 

to listen to nature. For Denver, these would be some of the last environmental songs that attained 

any real popularity, as his musical output attracted a smaller following and his songs and albums 

began to chart lower than they had previously. This did not mean that Denver ended his 

environmental advocacy; he instead began moving out of musical venues and taking real-world 

initiatives toward saving the environment, reflecting his actions resembling the counterculture’s 

environmentalism. This most notably occurred in a pair of TV special documentaries he created: 

Alaska, The American Child, and John Denver’s Rocky Mountain Reunion. 

 Alaska, The American Child, aired in 1978, was, as the name suggests, a documentary on 

the Alaskan wilderness and Denver’s presentation of its natural beauty. The experience ranges 
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from encounters with brown bears in the southern part of the state, to traditional Native 

American whale hunts further north, to explorations of the arctic north in search of polar bear.  

The intent, as told by Denver in his autobiography, was to fight back against capitalist endeavors 

ramping up in the state, especially a proposal to construct a new oil pipeline to run through the 

countryside.376 He endeavors to do just this, taking his reflection of countercultural 

environmentalism directly to the areas he intended to help save. This entire trip was an attempt to 

educate American audiences about the dangers facing the beautiful Alaskan wilderness in the 

name of “progress.”  Denver documents throughout the program how the encroachment of 

manmade development will affect both the natural and the people living with the natural world. 

For instance, in the first part of the special focusing on the Alaskan Brown Bear, Denver 

comments how the destruction of wilderness, and therefore bear populations, hurts human living, 

stating “And I wonder, how much more will we lost before we see that each loss reduces us, as 

well?”377 With this, Denver incorporates the warning of environmental disaster found in many 

countercultural environmental works in his distress over the Brown Bear’s loss. It is humanity’s 

interactions with these bears and nature that is causing environmental distress, therefore it is up 

to humanity to change its ways to prevent the good of the natural world from disappearing. He 

continues this in the next section of the film by explaining the impact already being felt from 

environmental destruction by Iñupiat Inuit peoples living in the town of Barrow, Alaska (today 

known as Utqiagvik). Denver describes the town as having been “jolted into the future” by the 

coming of oil and natural gas production, a move too fast for them to adapt most of their 

traditional practices to modern technologies and industries. While they still take part in 
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traditional whale hunts, their way of life – reliant on the bounties of nature – has largely died off, 

a fact Denver seems to lament as being a loss of something better than contemporary 

“civilization.”378 Again this aligns with the countercultural strategy of warning of the ills caused 

by the destruction of wilderness, with his display of the impacts already occurring to the Inuit 

people. It is an indicator that environmental destruction can and already is harming human 

populations and a warning that unless humanity – the oil and gas corporations exploiting the 

wilderness – changes soon, what is happening in Barrow may soon spread to more populous 

areas. It also, in some sense, is in the same vein as ideas presented by some within the 

counterculture that Native American lifestyles and ecological practices are somehow exemplary 

to other societies and that losing it would be a tragedy of immense proportions. Perhaps the 

direst warning, though, came as part of Denver’s closing remarks, where he shows just how 

perilous a situation the Alaskan wilderness is in. Here, he states,  

Alaska is our past, living in the present. What a luxury to have this second chance. But 

across the land, I’ve heard the initial rumblings of progress, and seen the spoils of 

change, and I fear for the precious place and its people. And what of the animals? Will 

the arctic still call to the spirit without the polar bear roaming its face at will? Or what 

would the Eskimo at Point Hope do if the bowhead [whale] no longer arrived in the 

spring in the Chukchi Sea? What if the brown bear no longer came to feed at the McNeal 

River because there were no salmon, or no bear? What then? Well, I think Alaska would 

be stilled forever, an abandoned temple from another time, with different beliefs. The 

animals are the vital organs of the wilderness, just as they are the barometer for our 

destructiveness.379 

 

This statement by Denver informs and warns the audience that the Alaskan wilderness is hanging 

on by a thread. It is a dire warning that unless something is done soon, Alaska’s beautiful 

wilderness will soon be gone to make way for industrial progress; the same sort of warning 
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found in countercultural environmentalism. No doubt, then, Alaska, The American Child is 

another showcase of Denver’s reflection of this brand of environmentalism.  

 Given that Alaska, The American Child stars John Denver, it is no surprise that there are a 

few Denver songs that go along with the environmental message found within. The two 

noteworthy ones are the pieces “To the Wild Country” and “Whalebones and Crosses.” “To the 

Wild Country” is played in the transition between the first and second sections of the television 

special. This track is juxtaposed against scenes of oil workers constructing a rig in the Alaskan 

wilderness while Denver sings the lines “And I know it's just changes/Yes, and mankind 

marching on/I know we can't live in yesterday/But compared to what we're losing/And what it 

means to me/I'd give my life and throw the rest away.”380 Once again, Denver’s primary message 

here is the danger that unhindered development poses to one of America’s last true wilderness 

spaces, something those who heed his message must stop from happening. Including the oil rig 

scene adds by informing the viewer that the concern Denver sings about is real and occurring, 

adding extra impetus to his message. The song “Whalebones and Crosses,” appearing after the 

section on Barrow, also presents a dire warning about Alaska’s wilderness. Written from the 

perspective of the Iñupiat, the song appeals to “their” ancestors for wisdom and preserving 

ancient ways. But much as the actual film segment on the Inuit had stated, the song too addresses 

the idea that environmental changes are affecting these people. This is evident with the third 

stanza of the track, with Denver singing “Then bring to me my people, touch them with your 

loving hands./Lead them from confusion, lead them back unto the land./For sickness seems to 

block their path, it clouds my people's eyes./The promise that an idle truth will reap a golden 

lie.”381 The rapid rate of development of the Alaskan environment, as Denver suggests here, has 

 
380 Alaska, the American Child. 
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caused confusion that has led the Natives astray from their traditional paths that were heavily 

reliant from the land. In an instructional tone, Denver states that the solution is to lead them back 

to the land to cure the “sickness and blindness” caused by this overdevelopment. While the song 

pertains specifically to the Inuit’s struggle, the message within reached wider audiences, that 

returning to more natural ways of living is how the human species will survive. Such a message 

once again sees Denver reflect this educative and informative trend found within countercultural 

environmentalism. These pieces, like the sections found within the film itself, see Denver 

attempt to inform listeners of what the encroachment on both the wilderness and on Inuit tribal 

lands is causing hoping it will rally people to stop its spread. Denver, in short, hopes to remind 

audiences that the Alaskan wilderness is in danger. With these sentiments found within one 

documentary special, Denver was ready to incorporate them into another only a year later, 

attesting to the popularity of his celebrity and the message he offered. 

 In 1979, Denver embarked on another television special, this time taking place in his 

familiar Rocky Mountain home area. John Denver’s Rocky Mountain Reunion, as it was titled, is 

another example of Denver calling people to take action – and taking action himself – in 

protecting indigenous wildlife populations. In this special, Denver helps “reunite” animal species 

that had gone extinct in the Rocky Mountain region with their historic natural habitat, including 

wolverines, trumpet swans, white pelicans, otters, peregrine falcons, and greenback trout. It is 

active participation, as Denver and the experienced companions that he escorts bring specimens 

of these animals from other areas of the country into the Rockies, whether via animal crates in 

most cases or, in the trout's case, airdropping them into the riverways.382 Unlike many 

mainstream protestors of environmentalism and conservation of this period, Denver here takes 

 
382 John Denver’s Rocky Mountain Reunion, directed by Mark Stouffer, Stouffer Enterprises and John-Jer  

Productions, aired 1979, accessed July 9, 2019, https://archive.org/details/johndenversrockymountainreunion.  
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action restoring historical wildlife populations in the Rockies, a clear reflection of 

countercultural environmental actions in actually bringing about change instead of wading 

through frustrating legislative and judiciary proceedings. It is also an attempt to potentially 

inspire viewers to take their own action in aiding the protection of wildlife, another display of 

this call to action technique. He expands on this throughout, though, with his explanations of 

what caused the decline of some of these animal populations. 

 Throughout Rocky Mountain Reunion, John Denver comments on the destructive and  

“prejudiced” nature of humanity that had been responsible for the animals he works with 

disappearing from the Rockies’ ecosystem. Within these sections is where he demonstrates his 

reflection of countercultural environmentalist ideas. The most common theme in line with 

Figure 13: Denver (right) with Rocky Mountain Reunion director Mark Stouffer (left).383 

 
383 “Director Mark Stouffer (left) and John Denver (right) on location in Colorado,” 1979, accessed October 27, 

2019, https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0473081/mediaviewer/rm3292437760.  
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this thinking is his admonishment of human overpopulation and overdevelopment harming 

animal species. He, for instance, discusses how exploding human populations in the eighteenth  

and nineteenth-centuries destroyed the nesting grounds for trumpeter swans, severely threatened 

living grounds for white pelicans, and – during the gold rush era – devastated water quality as to 

kill off native greenback trout populations.384 Human overpopulation being an issue was 

poignant within the American counterculture, where such as works as Paul Ehrlich’s The 

Population Bomb (1968), though concerned with populations for a different reason than Denver, 

were particularly influential. By connecting to this concept of human overpopulation, Denver is 

once again tapping into countercultural thoughts on environmentalism. He never suggests a 

reduction in contemporary human populations like Ehrlich does, but Denver mentioning the 

destructive nature of human growth is a sign that he recognizes that the animals in the Rockies 

will still struggle to survive should this growth continue unhindered. Also clear – and topical 

within the American countercultural and environmental movements – was Denver’s criticisms of 

the use of chemical pesticides. While Rachel Carson had written about the deadly effects that 

DDT had on wildlife populations some seventeen years prior, Denver showed people with this 

television special, referencing first Carson’s own warning that the pesticides remain in the food 

chain for long periods of time, a fact dangerous for the bird species that Denver convers. He then 

presents the viewer with images of its impact. As he covers the Peregrine Falcon, Denver shows 

the eggs laid by birds that had consumed DDT at some point. While the parents were fine, it 

deformed the eggs, often being either completely infertile or having shells too thin and fragile to 

support the growing youngling.385 This serves as a warning of the environmental impact that 

chemicals could and were having on the environment, much as many in the counterculture’s 

 
384 John Denver’s Rocky Mountain Reunion. 
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environmentalism worried about themselves. Denver, like others involved using these tactics, 

confronts the possibility of animal die offs by showing how it is already happening in certain 

species. Finally, he champions, to an extent, the rights of animals to exist just as much as 

humans, not unlike Deep Ecological thinking that arose earlier in the 1970s.386 He offers both a 

warning and a call to action to avoid apathy towards animal lives and problems, humans as a 

species would have if wildlife were allowed to die off. As a concluding remark, Denver states, 

But most of all, we can’t allow ourselves to become indifferent. It’s not our world alone. 

We share it with a priceless and irreplaceable variety of creatures, all of whom have the 

same right to live as we do. And just as we share this world, we also share the 

responsibility for meeting any threat that comes to one of its creatures. If we stand idly by 

and do nothing while one species dies, it destroys not only that animal, but the best part 

of what makes us human. The death bell of just one species should be an alarm bell that 

tells us we’re all in trouble.387  

 

Denver here calls to audiences to work harder to protect wildlife, lest nature is set up for disaster 

as species die off. Animals have the same right to live as humans, he says, therefore it is the 

responsibility of humans to be sure that animals have the opportunity to do so and not be under 

threat from human development. With these themes, Denver reflected countercultural 

environmentalism through these two television specials, showing his ability to take these ideas 

and sentiments outside of just his music and into more real-world applications.  

 One final avenue of real-world application that Denver expressed his environmentalist 

side was through the foundation of an environmental advocacy center, known as the Windstar 

Foundation. In 1976, shortly after the release of the Windsong album, he and good friend Tom 

Crum purchased 1,000 acres of land in Snowmass, Colorado for the creation of the new 

foundation with the goal of educating and providing resources towards using alternative energy 

 
386 Roderick Frazier Nash, The Rights of Nature: A History of Environmental Ethics (Madison: The University of 
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sources than gas and nuclear power.388 Denver himself reflected on its initial goal, writing 

“Windstar, in its original conception, was in part going to be something like what the pyramids 

were: a demonstration of what we know scientifically and technologically that is in harmony 

with nature.  We were looking at the use of energy in the world.”389 In providing these sorts of 

resources for education and energy, Denver showed a countercultural environmentalist trend 

similar to that of the Whole Earth Catalog, which itself provided resources towards 

environmental living for its readers. As Whole Earth did within the pages of its catalogs, 

Windstar was meant to provide tools and education towards environmentally appropriate 

lifestyles and technologies to anyone who sought it, highlighting the countercultural line of 

thinking within. Also bringing Denver towards these countercultural ideas with Windstar was his 

alliance and friendship with famed scientist Buckminster Fuller (1895-1983). Though older than 

the typical countercultural crowd, Fuller endorsed such concepts such as “Spaceship Earth,” 

which presented the idea that the survival of the planet depends on all of humankind working 

together as a “crew” to evolve to the needs of the universe, lest humanity go extinct.390 Fuller’s 

concepts had already caught on with some within the American counterculture. The Whole Earth 

Catalog dedicated its first issue to him and celebrated his geodesic dome homes, even if they 

proved to be faulty and impractical.391 It was no surprise that bringing Fuller on board as part of 

the Windstar Foundation as a board member shifted Denver’s vision even further towards 

countercultural ideas. Under Fuller’s guidance, the Windstar Foundation added to its 

environmental theme by trying to have Denver and others educate on environmental 

consciousness, that the Earth was not the center of the universe, and that society must adapt to 
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realize that they are one human race in order to successfully adapt to this fact.392 This call for 

societal change through Windstar, combined with its already established educative efforts, 

displays Denver’s commitment and reflection of these countercultural environmentalist 

strategies. In using these in this real-world setting instead of just in song, Denver further could 

show the change that could be wrought through them, thus showing the effectiveness of this 

environmental thinking.  

 Though Denver’s popularity waned heading into the 1980s, he continued to pursue 

environmental advocacy, primarily through the Windstar Foundation. Windstar became more 

mainstream during this time and became a place aimed at providing tools of conservation to any 

who sought them.393 His efforts also were cited as aiding the efforts of many long-standing 

environmentalist groups, including the Sierra Club and the Wilderness Society, in their efforts 

towards conservation and preservation.394 Denver further undertook other environmental 

projects, including his establishment in the early 1990s of Plant-It 2000, a worldwide endeavor to 

plant as many trees as possible by the start of the twenty first-century.395 Sadly, Denver never 

saw the culmination of this goal. As an avid aviator, Denver owned and often flew his own 

planes, which ultimately caused his demise in 1997 when he crashed into the Monterey Bay off 

California.396 Following his death, several publications that produced an obituary referred to his 

environmental efforts; The New York Times commented on his love of the Rocky Mountain 

outdoors and his efforts with the Windstar Foundation, while the Environmental Magazine 
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included them in their obituaries for “Environmental Heroes.”397 Though his death came 

prematurely, the efforts that Denver put toward his environmental efforts showed a commitment 

to protecting not only his beloved Rockies, but the whole of Earth’s ecosystems. The methods he 

employed throughout his songs, television appearances and his Windstar Foundation of 

educating, warning, and calling audiences to action to do so represented a clear reflection on the 

American counterculture’s forms of environmentalism that allowed for his own messages to be 

more powerful. Though Denver has been gone for over two decades, the impact that his 

ecological advocacy had are still present and available for those willing to listen. 

 

Conclusion: Counterculture Environmental Music into No Nukes 

 Though different in their music and having backgrounds in their development as singers 

and musicians, Pete Seeger and John Denver both represent the appearance of countercultural 

environmentalism that had made their way into the music of the long Sixties era. Both used 

methods of educating audiences on ecological issues, warning of the dire consequences of 

inaction, and calling listeners to change the current situations, all of which were common themes 

within countercultural environmentalist thinking and publications and within Sixties era music 

that had adopted environmental themes in the same vein. As well as these aspects appearing 

within music, both also followed their own calls to action and moved their advocacy out into the 

real world; Seeger with his creation of the Clearwater project, and Denver both through 

television specials and through his Windstar Foundation. In going through their own projects, 

both also attempted to shape the culture around environmental thinking themselves, bring their 

thoughts directly to people instead of relying solely on their musical output. Naturally, these two 
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are not the only examples of the variety of environmentalism present in music, though they 

present it more consistently. One such avenue to pursue may be through the music of folk singer 

Buffy St. Marie, whose Native American heritage involved environmentalism of this time 

period. Forays into its incorporation into more rock genres may be fruitful, though there seemed 

a lack of continuous devotion to this cause in these genres. For certain, though, based on the 

examples of Seeger and Denver, countercultural environmentalism was certainly reflected and 

impacted within the musical arts of the Sixties, whether or not it was to the same extent as these 

two figures. As the Seventies progressed and the peak years of the counterculture fell by the 

wayside, new environmental issues became the focus for musical artists. Cold War nuclear fears 

returned to the forefront, and in a vein similar to what those involved with the American 

counterculture had done, musicians protesting this again used tactics of educating the public and 

warning of the catastrophe awaiting in the event of a nuclear disaster. This trend continued into 

the 1980s and the worldwide no-nukes movement, where even heavy metal groups such as 

England’s Iron Maiden produced warnings with such songs as “2 Minutes to Midnight,” a 

reference to the famed Doomsday Clock measuring the likelihood and closeness of global man-

made disaster. While the counterculture had ended by the mid-Seventies, the impact of its 

environmentalism and the effect it had on music was still felt even moving beyond the “age of 

ecology.” And while practitioners of this form of environmentalism in Seeger and Denver fell 

from popular charts by the end of the 1970s, the tactics they utilized as part of countercultural 

environmentalism remained a part of musical protest going forward from them. 
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Conclusion: Countercultural Environmental Legacy and New Environmental Problems 

 

Though the countercultural forms of environmentalism seemed to fade as the 

counterculture itself waned, artists of this period began to tie back into more mainstream issues 

while keeping their old tactics going forward into the later 1970s and out into the 1980s. Ecology 

had seen victories during the Nixon administration with the establishment of the Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) in 1970 and the passing of legislation such as the National 

Environmental Policy Act, which mediated the evaluation of environmental impacts of federal 

projects, and the Clean Air Act (1970), aimed to reduce air pollution, indicating the success of 

environmental lobbying.398 Anti-toxics laws came into effect later in the decade in response to 

harm caused by waste dumping in Love Canal, New York, including the Resource Conservation 

and Recovery Act and the Toxic Substances Control Act, both passed in 1976.399 1970 also saw 

President Nixon claimed that “great question” of the Seventies would be to secure clean 

environments for all citizens and Senator Gaylord Nelson – the founder of the inaugural Earth 

Day later that year – call for a new amendment guaranteeing citizens a “decent environment” for 

living.400 Grassroots efforts took off further, as these groups – called to action by figures such as 

Senator Ralph Nader – pursued solutions to other environmental issues, a strategy continuing on 

from Sixties environmentalism.401 However, despite these successes for American 

environmentalism, new problems came to the forefront as time progressed, forcing new focuses 

in environmental protests both in the mainstream and in the artistic mediums.  
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The most obvious of issues taking hold through the 1970s and 80s was the resurgence of 

the fear of nuclear development. Unlike the fear of nuclear weapons that had spurned nuclear 

protests previously, this resurgence in the 1970s through the 1980s addressed the use of nuclear 

materials more generally, particularly given the increased construction of nuclear power 

facilities. Protests against facilities such as the Diablo Canyon reactor in California and the 

Seabrook power plant in New Hampshire came about as the public grew concerned with the 

potential results of a failure at one of these plants.402 These fears were justified when, in March 

1979, the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant in Pennsylvania suffered a partial meltdown, 

confirming just how real the threat of widespread destruction was to the American public.403 The 

outcry against nuclear development from this spread into the music world as environmentalism 

had done a decade earlier. For instance, popular musicians Jackson Browne, Bonnie Raitt, and 

Graham Nash came together in 1979 to form Musicians United for Safe Energy (MUSE), which 

hosted a series of concerts with the expressed goal of raising awareness of the dangers of nuclear 

power.404 The attempt to educate from previous countercultural renditions still resonated as 

musicians brought the nuclear protest to the people. For most concerned with environmentalism, 

though, nuclear issues would continue to be the center of attention until the end of the Cold War. 

Another shift many perceived as negative within environmentalism during the later part 

of the 1970s was the “professionalization” of the movement. Mainstream environmental and 

wilderness protection groups such as the Sierra Club and the Wilderness Society began to orient 

themselves more with expertise-driven court battles, legal defense funds, and focusing expertise 

on specific aspects of the environment.405 Some became disillusioned by this, seeing it as a 
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replacement of conservation activists and a transforming of environmental activism into a 

profession.406 This came to a head with the National Park Service’s second Roadless Area 

Review and Evaluation (RARE II), an evaluation lasting from 1977 to 1979 meant to determine 

lands to be designated as wilderness, as more radical environmentalists saw it as designating far 

too little land as wilderness and appealing to political constituencies rather than real 

environmental advocation.407 This became too much for some who broke off to form their own 

radically motivated groups, most notably Dave Foreman’s foundation of Earth First! in 1980.408 

Suddenly, here existed groups putting into action activist methods presented by those who had 

related to the American counterculture. Both Edward Abbey with his advocation of monkey 

wrenching and by Gary Snyder and his association with Deep Ecological thoughts on the natural 

world were influential on Earth First!, leading the Foreman-lead group to undertake actions well 

outside mainstream environmentalism.409 So radical were their actions with tree-sits and eco-

sabotage that the Sierra Club and others more focused on environmental lobbying were 

compelled to distance themselves from Earth First! due to fears of being associated with what 

had been dubbed environmental terrorism.410 Even moving towards twenty years removed from 

the American counterculture’s peak, its effects its environmentalism had still resonated with 

radical groups of the 1980s, as several still continued the calls to take action to bring about 

environmental change. 

Not all within the country welcomed the many environmental protections resultant from 

the burgeoning ecology and environmental movements of this period. Those living in Western 
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states, where large areas of land were federally owned, were primarily affected by the new 

wilderness protection laws. RARE II ended up as a critical point for these people, but for the 

opposite reason as Earth First!. Westerners wanted federal land to be available for their 

economic and local interests and saw the protections RARE II provided as a hindrance to that 

goal.411 The result was the beginning of the Sagebrush Rebellion, which lasted from 1979 to 

roughly the end of Ronald Reagan’s first term as president in 1984, where several Western states 

and their citizens, including those in Nevada and Utah, attempted to gain control of public lands 

under the banner of states’ rights.412 The Rebellion was part of a rising New Right conservatism 

in America opposed to the long-standing liberal politics that had been occurring since the 

Presidency of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, and as such the “liberal-environmentalism” – both in 

the mainstream and associated with the counterculture – was despised.413 President Reagan and 

his Secretary of the Interior James Watt even promoted the Rebellion’s interests, promising the 

states involved shares of public lands.414 Eventually, the Reagan administration began to lose its 

grasp on the Sagebrush Rebels when the president contemplated selling public lands to private 

entities to pay off federal debts, drawing concern from Westerners, but the events of the 

Sagebrush Rebellion showed that despite the successes of the 1960s and 70s, environmentalism 

was not universally regarded as its champions had hoped.415 This presents another avenue to 

examine as to whether artists associated themselves with Sagebrush Rebels. Historians have 

documented little in the way of anti-environmental artists, providing a potentially interesting 

examination of its potential appearance within the New Right. While there were some artists who 
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appealed to the New Right, whether there was an anti-environmental sentiment within remains to 

be explored. 

The environmentalism that had come about with the Sixties counterculture transformed 

as the 1970s progressed and took different forms as the Long Sixties ended. Its influence was 

undoubtedly felt and incorporated going forward, both being absorbed into some mainstream 

tactics and into artistic forms. Countercultural forms found in a variety of sources, from back-to-

the-land living, to the guides of the Whole Earth Catalog, to the activist stances of Greenpeace, 

all found their way into many aspects of environmentalism countercultural and the mainstream. 

They further made their way into artistic forms such as literature, artwork, and music, showing 

its far reach and allowing it to reach farther through the Sixties onward. At the same time, these 

artists impacted lines of environmental thinking by presenting their own thoughts through their 

artwork and their actions. Future studies may enhance this view of the incorporation of this brand 

of environmentalism in the arts with examinations at even more art genres. One example would 

be eco-theatre and performance art groups that formed during this period. While guerilla theatre 

– particularly the San Francisco-based Diggers – has seen study, eco-theatre groups with origins 

in the Sixties such as the Arm-of-the-Sea Theatre in the Hudson River area have seen nearly 

none, leaving it prime for a further expansion of the limits of countercultural environmentalism. 

Naturally, different artists might be explored within the different genres that were examined 

throughout this work to even further exemplify countercultural environmentalism’s presence. 

What is certain though, is that countercultural environmentalism manifested itself in the arts of 

the Sixties while simultaneously being impacted by the artists themselves, showing that the arts 

belong within the realm of countercultural environmentalism. While other approaches to 

countercultural environmentalism may have interacted more with their participants, the artistic 
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world disseminated its messages in a way not possible through catalogs and offshore protests. 

Though the Sixties and its cries for social change ended in the mid-1970s, its effect in 

environmentalism and other areas continued on into the 1980s and beyond, demonstrating its 

legacy as an important cultural phenomenon in the United States. 
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